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Vehicle seat suspensions play a very important role in vibration reduction for vehicle
drivers, especially for some heavy vehicles. Compared with small vehicles, these heavy
vehicle drivers suffer much more from vibrations, which influence driving comfort and
may cause health problems, so seat suspensions are necessary for those heavy vehicle
drivers to reduce vibrations and improve driving comfort. Advanced control systems and
control strategies are investigated for vehicle seat suspensions in this project. Firstly, for
an active single-degree of freedom (single-DOF) seat suspension, a singular system-based
approach for active vibration control of vehicle seat suspensions is proposed, where the
drivers’ acceleration is augmented into the conventional seat suspension model together
with seat suspension deflection and relative velocity as system states to make the suspen-
sion model as a singular system. Then, an event-triggered H∞ controller is designed for
an active seat suspension, where both the continuous and discrete-time event-triggered
schemes are considered, respectively. The proposed control method can reduce the work-
load of data transmission of the seat suspension system and work as a filter to remove the
effect of noise, so it can decrease the precision requirement of the actuator, which can
help to reduce the cost of the seat suspension. For complicated seat suspension systems,
a singular active seat suspension system with a human body model is also established and
an output-feedback event-triggered H∞ controller is designed. The accelerations of each
part are considered as part of the system states, which makes the system a singular sys-
tem. The seat suspension deflection, relative velocity, the accelerations of the seat frame,
body torso, and head are defined as the system outputs. At last, to deal with whole-body
vibration, a control system and a robust H∞ control strategy are designed for a 2-DOF
seat suspension system. Two H∞ controllers are designed to reduce vertical and rotational
vibrations simultaneously. All the proposed seat suspension systems and control methods
are verified by simulations and some are also tested by experiments. These simulation and
experimental results show their effectiveness and advantages of the proposed methods to
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1.1 Background and Motivation
Vibrations of vehicles, caused by rough road surfaces or vehicle operations, are harmful
to vehicle drivers, which may influence the vehicle operators’ driving comfort, fatigue,
health, and safety. Such vibrations are even severer for heavy vehicle drivers, such as
drivers of trucks, buses, vans, agricultural vehicles, mining vehicles, and industrial ve-
hicles, because these heavy vehicles with large masses, always face harsh working cir-
cumstances or special operations. In general, tires and vehicle suspensions are capable
to isolate the most common vibrations for light vehicles, like cars, because of their small
masses and relatively better running road surfaces. However, for most heavy vehicles, seat
suspensions are necessary to reduce vibrations and improve driving comfort for drivers.
Generally, there are three main types of seat suspensions: passive, semi-active, and
active seat suspensions. Passive seat suspensions have the simplest structures and the
lowest cost, but they have a very limited performance to reduce vibrations. Semi-active
seat suspensions have better performance to reduce vibrations with small energy cost, but
their control performance has many constraints. Active seat suspensions have the best
control performance among the three types of seat suspensions, but they also consume
much more energy. There are both advantages and disadvantages of these three types of
seat suspensions, but this study mainly focuses on the active seat suspensions to achieve
better control performance to reduce vibration and improve driving comfort.
There have been many research outcomes of the study of active seat suspensions during
the past decades. Drivers’ accelerations have a close relationship with the driving comfort,
but in most previous seat suspension studies, this signal is not directly applied in modeling
the seat suspension system or designing controllers, while the acceleration signal can be
easily measured in real time by acceleration sensors. This motivates the author to design
a seat suspension system and controllers by considering the acceleration signals.
With the fast development of network communication and big data analysis technol-
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ogy, network control methods have been applied in many areas, such as intelligent trans-
portation systems, smart homes, autonomous driving technology, etc. The application of
network control in active seat suspension control also gains the author’s interest.
Most of the previous active seat suspension research focuses on vertical vibrations be-
cause it is easy to design seat suspension model systems and control strategies with one
degree of freedom (vertical direction). However, the actual vibrations are not only from
the vertical direction but also from the lateral direction and rotational directions. Besides,
the human body is also a very complicated system, so the design of the seat suspension
system with a human body and the whole body vibration are good research topics for the
study of active seat suspensions.
Overall, there are a lot of worthy studying issues for active seat suspensions for heavy
vehicles. This thesis is motivated to design novel seat suspension systems and control
strategies for vehicle seat suspension systems to better reduce drivers’ vibration and im-
prove their driving comfort.
1.2 Research Objectives
The main aim of this thesis is to design novel seat suspension systems and controllers for
heavy vehicle seat suspension systems to reduce drivers’ vibrations and improve driving
comfort. Some simulations and experimental tests are done to validate the effectiveness
of the proposed methods.
Some specific objectives of this thesis are listed as follows:
1. A novel singular active seat suspension and an H∞ controller are designed for an
active seat suspension system with a time-delay actuator.
2. Network could control is applied to seat suspension systems based on continuous
and discrete event-triggered scheme, which can reduce both drivers’ vibration and
the workload of data transmission.
3. A dynamic output-feedback event-triggered H∞ controller is designed for a singular
active seat suspension system with a human body model.
4. A two-DOF seat suspension system is established and the H∞ control strategy is
designed for this system to reduce both vertical and rotational vibrations.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis outline is listed as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the background and motivation, research objectives, and thesis
outline of this research.
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Chapter 2 gives a literature review of previous studies of seat suspensions, including
the simple introduction of three main types of seat suspension, their advantages and dis-
advantages, control strategies, and future direction of development.
In Chapter 3, a novel singular active seat suspension system is established where the
acceleration signal is considered as one of the system states. All state variables are mea-
surable in real time, so it is more practical for industrial application.
In Chapter 4, an H∞ controller based on a continuous event-triggered scheme is de-
signed for active seat suspension systems, which can reduce the data transmission load
and drivers’ vibration simultaneously.
In Chapter 5, a discrete event-triggered H∞ controller is designed for active seat sus-
pension systems, which is more practical to deal with the issues of the discrete-time data
collection and control input with time delay.
In Chapter 6, a novel singular active seat suspension system with a human body in the
loop is built and a dynamic output-feedback event-triggered H∞ controller is designed for
this system.
In Chapter 7, a 2-DOF seat suspension system is established to deal with the whole
body vibration, and two H∞ controllers are designed to reduce vertical and rotational
vibrations.





The previous chapter gives some introduction to this thesis, which briefly describes the
background of the seat suspensions and what motivates the author to do some research
about active seat suspensions. The research objectives and thesis outlines are also given
to show the aim of this research and the structure of this thesis. In this chapter, some
literature reviews about the vehicle or seat suspensions are presented to realize the devel-
opment of seat suspensions and the present research issues.
Vehicle vibrations, caused by uneven road surfaces or other disturbances, damage not
only vehicles and cargos but also the health of drivers and passengers [1]. Suspension
systems are one of the important parts of the vehicles, which can protect the vehicle and
cargos from damage and improve drivers’ comfort [2]. The vehicle suspension comprises
tires, tire air, dampers, springs, linkages, and sensors. In the past decades, a lot of research
has been done to improve the performance of vehicle suspensions and many good results
have come out. However, the heavy vehicle drivers, such as truck, SUV, crane, agricul-
tural vehicle drivers, still suffer a lot from vehicle vibrations [3]. And some industrial
vehicles often do some special work digging, dumping, shoveling, excavating or loading,
etc. The vibrations of those heavy vehicles are much more severe than light cars because
of their large masses or special working operation and situations [4]. Therefore, a seat
suspension is necessary for those heavy vehicles to improve driving comfort. Moreover,
many research results of the vehicle suspensions can be used in the research of seat sus-
pensions, because the mechanical structures of those two types of suspension are very
similar.
Figure 2.1 shows some seat suspension products from different companies. The ex-
terior design of these seat suspensions is different, but their mechanism principles have
many similarities. According to their structure and working methods, there are three main
types of seat suspensions: passive seat suspensions, semi-active seat suspensions, and ac-
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Figure 2.1: Some seat suspension products
tive seat suspensions [5]. Passive seat suspensions are the simplest and cheapest because
they only contain springs and dampers. The springs and dampers have fixed parameters,
which makes them only suitable for certain disturbances [6]. Most research about passive
seat suspension concentrates on the optimization of spring stiffness and damper coeffi-
cients. Semi-active seat suspensions are one kind of controllable seat suspension because
they contain controllable dampers which can adjust coefficients of dampers according to
external disturbances [7]. Therefore, semi-active seat suspensions can improve smooth
and stable driving performance for drivers compared with passive seat suspensions. They
have simple structures, low cost, and good performance, but most time the output forces
of controllable dampers are nonlinear and constrained, so it is not easy to control them.
The main research topics of semi-active seat suspension are to design better controllable
dampers and reduce the energy cost. Generally, active seat suspensions have the best con-
trol performance among the three types of seat suspensions, because active suspensions
have an additional control force device (actuator). The input force of the actuator can be
changed online to make seat suspension systems always stay in optimum vibration reduc-
tion state with fewer constraints. However, active seat suspensions also consume more
power [8]. The main research topics of active seat suspensions are to design better control
strategies.
In the past decades, most researchers have paid their effect to investigate seat suspen-
sions only for vertical (single-degree-of-freedom, S-DOF) vibration control, but there are
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still a few researchers who consider the vibrations from other directions, such as rota-
tional vibrations [9, 10]. Some previous research results of three types of seat suspen-
sions and multiple-degrees-of-freedom (M-DOF) seat suspensions are presented to show
the research history and directions of seat suspensions in the following sections.
2.2 Passive seat suspension
Springs were firstly used in suspension systems to reduce vibration and still play an im-
portant role in suspension systems now. In general, springs are chosen according to the
vehicles’ mass where the upper limited weight of vehicles equals approximately the spring
stiffness multiplying its maximum deflection [11]. If the springs are selected irrelevantly
(too hard or too soft), suspensions become invalid or even causing oscillation, which will
be harmful to vehicles and drivers.
Dampers are a kind of device to provide kinetic resistance and dissipate kinetic energy
into thermal energy. The characteristics of dampers are beneficial to oscillation attenua-
tion, so they are widely used in suspension systems. Dampers can absorb vibration energy
from vibration systems and damper force is generally in direct proportion to velocities of
vibration systems.
Figure 2.2: Passive seat suspension model
Passive seat suspensions are the most conventional seat suspensions, which mainly
contain springs and dampers. A passive seat suspension model is shown in Figure 2.2.
According to Newton’s Second Law, the dynamic equation of the passive seat suspension
system can be written as
mz̈s + k(zs− zv)+ c(żs− żv)+ f = 0 (2.1)
where zs and zv are the suspension upper and base displacement, respectively; m is the
sprung mass including the masses of a driver’s body, cushion, and seat suspension top
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platform; k and c are constants representing the spring stiffness and the damping coef-
ficient, respectively; f denotes the internal resistant force like friction, which is often
ignored in some theoretical research papers, but in practical or experimental situations, it
should be taken into consideration.
Most of the passive seat suspension research focuses on the optimization of damping
coefficients c and springs stiffness k without external inputs. An optimal vehicle and seat
suspension are designed by using Genetic Algorithm (GA) in [12] to select the best pattern
of the spring stiffness and the damping coefficient. Negative-stiffness structures are de-
signed and investigated in [13, 14] for passive seat suspension to isolate the effectiveness
from disturbance of low excitation frequencies. Passive seat suspensions have easy struc-
tures and don’t need a power source, which makes them suitable for vehicle seats with
low cost and low demand to isolate vibrations. However, because of their characteristics,
passive seat suspensions can only deal with vibrations from particular road disturbances.
For various road circumstances, the performance of passive seat suspension is not good
enough, so semi-active and active seat suspensions are investigated by many researchers.
2.3 Semi-active seat suspension
Semi-active seat suspensions are one kind of controllable seat suspensions, which are able
to adjust coefficients of dampers according to road surface conditions and vehicle body
posture perceived by sensors, in order to improve the smooth and stable driving perfor-
mance of vehicles [15]. Semi-active seat suspensions can change damper coefficients or
spring stiffness based on practical situations. Because of simple structures, low cost, and
good performance, semi-active seat suspensions have extensive application prospects. A
semi-active seat suspension model is shown in Figure 2.3. The dynamic equation of the
semi-active seat suspension system can be written as
mz̈s +Fk +Fc + f = 0 (2.2)
where m and f are defined the same as equation (2.1); Fk is the output controllable force
of the adjustable spring; Fc is the output controllable force of the adjustable damper.
For the damper coefficients changing semi-active seat suspension, there are two main
types: switchable and continuously adjustable seat suspensions as shown in Figure 2.4.
Switchable damping seat suspensions are commonly set up 2-3 levels. Damping coef-
ficients can switch among several levels quickly according to relative and absolute ve-
locities of seats. Damping coefficients of continuously adjustable seat suspensions are
able to change continuously in a certain range. There are two basic implementations
of continuously adjustable suspensions. One is aperture setting by adjusting the area of
damper throttle valves to change damping coefficients, which is realized by electromag-
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Figure 2.3: Semi-active seat suspension model
netic valves or other similar electromechanical drive valves. The other is electrorheolog-
ical (ER) or magnetorheological (MR) adjustable damping seat suspensions, which can
change damping coefficients by changing electric or magnetic field intensity. The main
research topic of semi-active seat suspensions is to design better adjustable dampers.
Figure 2.4: The main types of adjustable dampers for semi-active seat suspension sys-
tems
Many control methods have been proposed since semi-active seat suspensions were pre-
sented, such as skyhook algorithm [7], acceleration-driven damping, fuzzy control, and
sliding mode control, etc, according to driving conditions of vehicles (such as road condi-
tions and motion state of vehicles) in order to make seat suspension systems always stay in
optimum vibration reduction state. Seung-Bok Choi is one outstanding semi-active seat
suspension researcher who designed some kinds of magneto-rheological dampers [16–
18] and electrorheological dampers [19] for semi-active seat suspensions, and developed
many good control methods for these suspensions for vibration control, such as skyhook
controller [19], sliding mode controller [20], fuzzy sliding mode controller [21], adaptive
sliding mode controller [22], adaptive fuzzy sliding- mode controller [23, 24], etc.
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2.4 Active seat suspension
Active seat suspensions are based on passive seat suspensions (elastic component, shock
absorber, guide mechanism) by attaching an additional control force device [25]. It con-
sists of springs, dampers, actuators, measuring system, feedback control system, and en-
ergy system as shown in Figure 2.5. The function of an actuator is to execute the command
of the control system, which generally is a force or torque generator, such as hydraulic
cylinder, air cylinder, servo motor, electromagnet, etc. The function of measuring sys-
tems, including various sensors, is to measure system states and provide a basis for con-
trol systems [26]. The function of control systems, whose core component is a computer,
is to process data and issue various control instructions. The function of energy systems is
to provide energy for the above systems. Active seat suspensions have many advantages
over passive seat suspensions, such as controlling the height of the driver’s body, improv-
ing passing ability and riding comfort [27]. Therefore, many researchers have done a lot
of work to investigate active seat suspensions and many control strategies have been put
forward to improve the performance of active seat suspensions.
Figure 2.5: The main components of active seat suspension systems systems
The model of the active seat suspension is shown in Figure 2.6 and the dynamic equa-
tion of the active seat suspension system can be written as follows.
mz̈s + k(zs− zv)+ c(żs− żv)+u+ f = 0 (2.3)
where m, k, c, zs, zv, and f are defined the same as equation (2.1); u is the output force of
the actuator whose value is defined by the controller.
Actuators and control strategies are the two main parts of active suspensions [28]. Ac-
tuators output control force according to control strategies, so selecting a proper control
strategy is the key to the design of active seat suspensions to provide good driving comfort
for drivers [29].
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Figure 2.6: Active seat suspension model
2.5 Some control strategies for seat suspensions
Semi-active and active seat suspensions are both controllable seat suspensions. The per-
formance of these two types of seat suspension systems can be adjusted appropriately ac-
cording to the actual situation so that a better vibration absorption effect can be achieved.
Therefore, the research of the control strategies for these controllable seat suspensions has
become a hot topic for many seat suspension researchers. In this section, some commonly
used control methods for suspensions are introduced and the advantages and disadvan-
tages of these methods are discussed.
2.5.1 Optimal control
Optimal control theory has been applied in the research of suspension systems since the
1960s. A resultant frequency-shaping optimal control is used to design an active seat sus-
pension controller in order to improve ride comfort in [30]. Linear quadratic regulator
controller and linear quadratic Gaussian controller are designed in [31] and [32] for ve-
hicle suspensions. The optimal control method can greatly improve the performance of
seat suspensions and have a large stability margin, but the active seat suspension based on
optimal control is not robust to the model perturbation. It’s also difficult for the optimal
control theory to tackle the vibration reduction problem in the frequency domain.
2.5.2 Adaptive control
Adaptive control is a real-time control method whose research subjects are systems with
limited uncertainty like some unknown or random factors [33]. In the design of the active
seat suspension system, adaptive control is able to detect the change of the system param-
eters and adjust the control strategies in real time in order to make the system perform
better [34]. An adaptation mechanism is used in [35] to recognise the actual suspended
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mass which can improve the performance of vibration isolation of the active seat suspen-
sion. However, the adaptive control is just suitable for the slow change of the suspension
parameters in a limited range [36]. When the suspension system parameters are beyond
this specific range or change too fast, the control performance of the system gets worse
[27, 28].
2.5.3 Fuzzy control
Fuzzy control is a typical intelligent control method that can mimic human control to some
extent [37]. It doesn’t need the accurate mathematical model but needs a great amount of
control experience and knowledge as the main basis [38]. Fuzzy control can be used for
seat suspension control to deal with some nonlinear characteristics of the control system
[39]. A disturbance observer based on a Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy controller which is
used to consider the variation of driver’s weight, is proposed for an active seat suspension
to enhance the control performance in [40]. However, many factors of fuzzy control
like fuzzy rules, membership functions, fuzzy subsets, and fuzzy inference systems need
experts’ experience [41]. And in many cases, the experts’ experience is incomplete or
mutually contradictory [42].
2.5.4 Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm (GA) is one kind of evolutionary algorithm, which searches for the op-
timal solution by imitating the natural selection and genetic mechanism [6]. GA has three
basic operators: selection, intersection, and variation. Compared with general iterative
operations, GA is effective to deal with the local minimax trap problem and get the global
optimal solution. GA control strategy for an active seat suspension is proposed in [43].
Seat suspension with a quarter vehicles model is considered and only the seat suspension
has an actuator to output control force.
2.5.5 Robust control
Robust control is a control method to maintain some characteristics of the performance
under limited parameters perturbation of the control system [44]. The robust controller is
a fixed controller that is obtained from the target design for the robustness of the closed-
loop system and robust control aims at dealing with the uncertainties of the control sys-
tems by a fixed controller to make the uncertain control objective satisfy the control qual-
ity [45]. A robust H∞ controller with friction compensation is designed for an innovative
active seat suspension for heavy-duty vehicles in [46]. However, the robust control is
a relatively conventional control method, so the fixed controller cannot achieve the best
control effect in the face of different external disturbances [47, 48].
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2.5.6 Sliding mode control
Sliding mode control is a kind of nonlinear control method with a discontinuous con-
troller [49]. The structure of the control system is not fixed, which can modify in purpose
according to the states of the control system in dynamics in order to force the system to
move by the state track of ‘sliding mode surface’ [50]. A terminal sliding mode controller
is designed for an active seat suspension in [51] and disturbance and state observers are
proposed for the nonlinear friction and uncertainties in the suspension system. Sliding
mode control can deal with the uncertainties of the control systems, but for active seat
suspension systems, it needs the absolute displacement signals in real time, which is not
possible to measure in practice.
2.5.7 Other control methods
There are many other control strategies for active seat suspensions (like preview control,
neural network control). Many researchers may combine two or more of those control
methods together to unite the advantages of every control method to get better control
performance like [29, 52].
2.6 M-DOF seat suspension
The seat suspension research mentioned before is all about S-DOF vibration control. The
study of M-DOF seat suspension is still at an initial stage, just for the structure design
of the M-DOF seat suspension. Several papers are also caring about the control of seat
suspensions with multiple degrees of freedom like [53–55]. A 4-DOF seat suspension is
built on a spherical surface architecture in [56] which can reduce the roll (rotation around
X-axis), pitch (rotation around Y-axis), and yaw (rotation around Z-axis) acceleration by
gravity, but vertical body acceleration is only partially damped by the vehicle suspension
system, so this M-DOF seat suspension is only a passive seat suspension. An active seat
suspension with two DOF is designed for military vehicles in [53], which can provide vi-
bration reduction in vertical and lateral directions by a hybrid Skyhook and Groundhook-
Principle controller. An innovative two-layer M-DOF seat suspension is proposed in [9]
for reducing the whole-body vibration (WBV) of heavy-duty vehicle drivers and a con-
trol strategy of roll and vertical vibration of this M-DOF seat suspension is proposed in
[10]. However, the research of M-DOF seat suspension control is still little until now and
the control strategy for M-DOF seat suspension is not mature, so some control strategies
from other research areas like robot control, aircraft posture control may be considered as
references.
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2.7 Conclusion
Suspension systems are an important part of vehicles, which help to isolate vibration
caused by road surface conditions, protect vehicles and cargo from damage, and to im-
prove driving comfort. Among the three main types of seat suspension systems (passive,
semi-active, active), passive seat suspensions are the simplest but only suitable for certain
disturbances because of their fixed parameters. Semi-active seat suspensions are able to
change damper coefficients online and don’t need too much power, but the output force
has many constraints. Although with high cost, active seat suspensions are able to adjust
the output force of actuators online, so they have better control performance than passive
and semi-active suspensions. A lot of research has been done to improve the performance
of active seat suspension, but most conventional active control methods need the absolute
displacement or velocity signals of the seat suspensions in real time, which is not possible
to measure in practice. This motivates the author to design novel seat suspension systems
and control strategies only based on measurable signals. Besides, most of the previous
research results just care about vertical vibrations. Vibrations from other dimensions, like
roll, pitch, and yaw rotation, also affect drivers’ health a lot, so these vibrations should
also be taken into consideration. Therefore, the research of M-DOF seat suspension may
become one promising research topic, which also attracts the author’s attention. The next
chapter introduces a singular system based control strategy for active seat suspensions.
Chapter 3
Singular System Based Control Strategy
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter introduces some literature review of seat suspension systems. Three
main types of seat suspensions and their characteristics are shown and some control strate-
gies for controllable seat suspensions and their advantages/disadvantages are discussed.
In this chapter, a novel singular active seat suspension system is established and a H∞
controller is proposed.
Generally, there are three main types of seat suspensions (passive, semi-active, and
active seat suspensions) and active seat suspensions have the best control performance
among the three types of seat suspensions [41]. During the past years, a lot of researchers
did a lot of work to improve the driving comfort for active seat suspensions [28, 35, 46].
An active seat suspension is designed for heavy-duty vehicles by applying a rotary motor
as an actuator and static output feedback H∞ controller with friction compensation in [46].
Genetic algorithm PID and fuzzy self-tuning PID controllers are designed for active seat
suspension systems to improve pregnant women’s driving comfort in [57]. However, two
main issues make those control methods very difficult for industrial applications [58].
The first one is that most of those control methods need absolute seat displacement and
velocity, which cannot be measured in practice. The other one is that drivers’ acceleration
is often defined as the output of seat suspension systems because it is closely related
to driving comfort. However, most controllers of the previous works still use Newton’s
Second Law to calculate drivers’ acceleration, even though it can be measured easily by
accelerometers. Because of the uncertainties of the parameters and some other internal
disturbance (such as friction), the acceleration calculation is unprecise and unnecessary.
In the aim of solving the above two main issues, singular systems are introduced here
to describe seat suspension systems [59]. Different from regular systems, singular sys-
tems are a class of systems comprehensively described by differential and algebraic equa-
tions [60]. For seat suspension systems, singular systems can substitute acceleration vari-
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ables into system state variables and use an algebraic equation to describe the relationship
among the state variables by Newton’s Second Law. To the authors’ best knowledge, a
singular system based approach is firstly proposed for active vibration control of vehicle
seat suspension. In the singular seat suspension system, the drivers’ acceleration, together
with the deflection and relative velocity of the seat suspension, is defined as one of the
state variables. The deflection can be measured by a laser ranging sensor; the relative
velocity can be obtained by calculating the derivation of the deflection signal; the accel-
eration can be measured by an accelerometer. Therefore, the singular seat suspension
system can make full use of all easily measured system signals in practice, which does
not lead to a waste of useful data.
Some other issues also affect the control performance of the active seat suspensions,
like parameter uncertainties, friction, actuator saturation, and time delay problem [61].
Robust control is one of the most commonly used control methods to deal with uncer-
tainty, which is designed to apply in some situations provided that uncertain parameters
or disturbances are found within some set [62]. It can achieve robust performance and
stability when bounded modeling errors are present. H∞ control is one of the most impor-
tant methods in robust control, which optimizes control index by using the H∞ norm of
the transfer function matrix [63]. In this chapter, to solve parameter uncertainties and fric-
tion problems, a friction observer is designed to estimate the friction value in real-time.
Then the observed friction value is added into the H∞ controller to compensate for the
friction influence. Time delay is an inevitable problem for actuators because it needs time
to deal with data collection, transmission, and computer operation [64, 65]. Time delay
value may be little, but neglect of time delay may cause a bad control performance or
even make a system unstable, so it is necessary to take the time delay of the actuator into
consideration [66]. blueA modified inequality of the inequality in [67] is used as a lemma
to deal with the time delay of the actuator and the cone complementarity linearization
(CCL) [68] is applied to solve the nonlinear constraints. The actuator saturation problem
is also taken into consideration. Then, an H∞ controller will be designed by using all eas-
ily measurable state signals by considering parameter uncertainties, friction, time-delay
problems of the input, and actuator saturation.
The main contributions of this chapter can be listed as follows:
1) To the authors’ best knowledge, a singular system based approach is firstly proposed
in this chapter for active vibration control of vehicle seat suspensions, where the
acceleration signal of the seat suspension is also considered as a state variable,
together with the deflection and relative velocity. The system output is defined as
drivers’ acceleration, which will be one of the system states and can be measured
by an accelerometer instead of calculating it as previous works.
2) All three state variables are measurable in practice. The proposed H∞ controller
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makes full use of the measurable signals which helps to get better control perfor-
mance.
3) A friction observer is applied to compensate for the internal disturbance and the
actuator saturation is also considered, which helps to get better control performance.
4) The time delay of the actuator is considered in this chapter. A less conservative
inequality is applied to reduce the conservatism of the seat suspension system.
3.2 Singular seat suspension system model
An active singular seat suspension model system is shown in Figure 2.6 in Chapter 2 and
according to Newton’s Second Law, the dynamic equation of the seat suspension system
can be denoted as:
mz̈s(t)+ c(żs(t))− żv(t))+ k(zs(t))− zv(t))+ fr(t) = u(t) (3.1)
where m is the sprung mass; zs and zv represent the suspension upper and base displace-
ments, respectively; żs and żv represent the suspension upper and base velocities, respec-
tively; z̈s is the body acceleration; k and c are the stiffness and the damping coefficient of
the seat suspension, respectively; fr is the internal friction of the seat suspension; u is the
control input.
Define the state variables as follows:
x1 = zs− zv,x2 = żs− żv,x3 = z̈s,
where x1 is the suspension deflection, x2 is the relative seat velocity. The body accelera-
tion has a close relationship with the ride comfort, so z̈s is chosen as one performance out-
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If we do not consider the disturbance and control force, the singular seat suspension
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system can be written as:
Eẋ(t) = Ax(t). (3.3)
Definition 3.1 [69, 70]
1. The pair (E,A) is said to be regular if det(sE−A) is not identically zero, where s
is a complex variable.
2. The pair (E,A) is said to be impulse free if deg(det(sE−A))=rank(E).
Remark 3.1 Based on Definition 3.1, the regularity and impulse-freeness of system (3.2)
is equivalent to the matrix pair (E,A). If we do not consider the controller, we have
sE−A =
 s −1 00 s −1
−k −c −m
 .
Then we have det(sE−A)=−ms2−cs−k, which is not identically zero and deg(det(sE−
A)) =rank(E)=2 since m 6= 0, so the system (3.11) is regular and impulse free.
3.3 Friction observer
In equation (3.2), the seat suspension deflection x1 and the body acceleration x3 can be
measured and observed in real-time by a displacement sensor and an accelerometer. The
relative seat velocity x2 can be obtained by differentiating x1. However, the internal fric-
tion fr cannot be observed directly, which makes it not easy to design a proper controller.
Hence, a friction observer f̂r is needed to get better control performance.
From equations (3.1) and (3.2), we can get
fr =−kx1− cx2−mx3 +u, (3.4)
where fr ∈ [ frmin, frmax].
A friction observer is designed as
˙̂fr = l( fr− f̂r), (3.5)
where l > 0. Then, the friction observer error can be defined as
e f = fr− f̂r. (3.6)
Because the friction value varies slowly compared with the observer dynamics, it is
reasonable to assume ḟr = 0. Hence, the derivative of the friction observer error can be
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obtained as
ė f = ḟr− ˙̂fr =−l( fr− f̂r) =−le f . (3.7)
By solving the differential equation (3.7), we can get e f = e−l(t−t0)e(t0). Because l > 0,
the friction observer error e f will exponentially converged to zero.
In experimental conditions, we need to use an integrator to calculate the estimated
friction in real-time. However, because of the measuring error and computing time delay,
it is easy to accumulate the error and get a too large friction value, which will make the
seat suspension system have bad control performance or even unstable. To solve this
problem, a projecting algorithm is adapted here to bound the estimated friction value and
to strengthen the robustness of the seat suspension system. Hence, the friction observer
can be modified as follows:
˙̂fr =Proj f̂r(l( fr− f̂r)),
Proj f̂ (•) =

0 if f̂r ≥ frmax and ˙̂fr > 0
0 if f̂r ≤ frmin and ˙̂fr < 0
• otherwise
(3.8)
When f̂r surpasses the maximum (or minimum) value and tends to keeping increasing
(or decreasing), set f̂r unchangeable by setting ˙̂fr = 0. Therefore, this projecting algorithm
can bound f̂r ∈ [ frmin, frmax], which will reduce observing friction error because of the
accumulating error.
Remark 3.2 The real seat suspension systems are much more complicated than the lin-
ear seat suspension system with friction proposed in this chapter. The real friction during
the performance of the seat suspension system is unknown (or uncertain) and cannot be
obtained in practice, which brings a lot of difficulties when we do the friction compen-
sation. Equation (3.4) can calculate the friction values of the simplified seat suspension
system based on data collected at the last moment, while the value of the friction force at
this moment is not available, so a friction observer (3.5) is needed to observe the friction
in real time. However, this observer works based on the assumption of slowly changing
friction ( ḟr = 0). The rate at which friction changes cannot be ignored but the friction
is also bounded in a limited area, so here we use the projecting algorithm to bound the
estimated friction value. This friction observer may not estimate the real friction very
well, but it still makes a big difference in the robust control of the seat suspension system.
3.4 H∞ controller design
From the above section, we can see that the friction observer can estimate the real friction.
Data collection by sensors, data transmission, and computer operation to get the control
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force by calculating the measured data cause the time-delay problems for the actuator.
Define the time delay of the actuator is τ(t), where τ(t) ∈ [τm,τM] and | τ̇(t) |≤ τ̄ . In
order to get better control performance, the H∞ controller is designed by considering the
friction compensation as the following form:
u(t) = Kx(t− τ(t))+ f̂r. (3.9)
Considering the saturation problem of the actuator, the output of the controller should




u, if −umax < u < umax,
umax, if u≥ umax.
(3.10)
Figure 3.1: Diagram of the active singular seat suspension system
Figure 3.1 shows the working diagram of the active singular seat suspension system
with H∞ controller considering the friction compensation and input time delay. Substitut-
ing equation (3.9) into system (3.2), we can get the closed-loop controlled seat suspension
system as:








1. The singular delay system (3.11) is said to be regular and impulse free if the pair
(E,A) is regular and impulse free.
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2. The singular delay system (3.11) is said to be stable if for any ε > 0 there exists a
scalar δ (ε)> 0, such that, for any compatible initial condition φ(t) which satisfies
sup
−τ(t)<t≤0
‖ φ(t) ‖≤ δ (ε), the solution x(t) of system (3.11) satisfies ‖ x(t) ‖≤ ε ,
and a scalar δ > 0 can be chosen such that sup
−τ(t)<t≤0
‖ φ(t) ‖≤ δ implies x(t)→ 0,
when t→ ∞.
3. The singular system (3.11) is said to be admissible if it is regular, impulse free and
stable.
An H∞ controller designed for the active singular seat suspension system should satisfy
some conditions as follows [72].
1. For ω = 0, the active singular seat suspension system (3.11) is asymptotically sta-
ble.
2. Under zero initial conditions, the system (3.11) satisfies
‖z(t)‖<γ ‖ω(t)‖ ,
where ‖•‖ stands for the Euclidean norm of •, ω(t) 6= 0 and γ is a postive scalar.
Since z̈v(t) is bounded in a limited area and e f (t) will exponentially converged to
zero, so we have ω(t) ∈ L2 [0,∞).
To design an H∞ controller for the system (3.11), the following lemma will introduce a
relaxed inequality, which is essential for the calculation of the controller.
Lemma 3.1 Let x be a differentiable function: [α,β ]→ Rn. For symmetric matrices R ∈
Rn×n and Z1, Z3 ∈ R3n×3n, and any matrices Z2 ∈ R3n×3n, N1,N2 ∈ R3n×n and E ∈ Rn×n
(rank(E) = g≤ n) satisfying
Θ =
 Z1 Z2 N1∗ Z3 N2
∗ ∗ R
> 0,


























N1[ E −E 0 ]+N2[ −E −E 2I ]
}
.
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ϖT f (s)ϖT (Eẋ(s))T
]T
.
Because of Θ > 0, we can easily get
ζ
T (t)Θζ (t)> 0. (3.12)















f (s)Eẋ(s)ds = (2e3−Ee1−Ee2)ϖ ,∫
β
α






, i = 1,2,3,
















ẋT (t)ET REẋ(t)ds. (3.13)










T Z3ϖ +2ϖT N1E(e1− e2)ϖ
2ϖT N2(2e3−Ee1−Ee2)ϖ = ϖT Θϖ .
Then we complete the proof of this lemma.
Now a new H∞ controller design conditions will be presented for the active singular
seat suspension system (3.11) based on Definition 3.1, 3.2 and Lemma 3.1. When the
H∞ controller is designed, it is difficult to consider the system stability and the controller
saturation simultaneously. Therefore, the controller saturation is not taken into considera-
tion when designing the controller, but saturation and admissibility test will be done both
in simulation and experiment.
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Theorem 3.1 The singular seat suspension system (3.11) is admissible with H∞ control
performance γ , if there exists an invertible matrix P, positive definite matrices Qi > 0,
(i = 1,2,3), R j > 0, ( j = 1,2), symmetric matrices Zl , (l = 1,2,3,4), any matrices Yj,
Nl and the controller K with appropriate dimensions, such that the following inequalities
hold,
PT E = ET P≥ 0, (3.14) Z1 Y1 N1∗ Z2 N2
∗ ∗ R1
> 0,




















Γ+ΓT Pe1 + eT1 (Q1 +Q2 +Q3)e1− eT2 Q1e2

















































, i = 1,2, ...,7.
Proof. Based on Remark 3.1, the singular seat suspension system (3.11) is regular and
impulse free. To prove the stability of the closed-loop seat suspension system (3.11), a
Lyapunov function is designed as
V (t) =V1(t)+V2(t)+V3(t), (3.17)
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where





















ẋ(s)T ET R2Eẋ(s)dsdv. (3.20)













T (s)ds ωT (t)
]
.
Then, we calculate the derivative of V (t) as follows.
V̇1(t) =2xT (t)PT Eẋ(t) = ξ T (t)sym{eT1 PT Γ}ξ (t), (3.21)
V̇2(t) =xT (t)Q1x(t)− xT (t− τm)Q1x(t− τm)+ xT (t)Q2x(t)
− τ̇(t)xT (t− τ(t))Q2x(t− τ(t))+ xT (t)Q3x(t)− xT (t− τM)Q3x(t− τM),
≤ξ T (t)
{
eT1 (Q1 +Q2 +Q3)e1− eT2 Q1e2− τ̄eT3 Q2e3− eT4 Q3e4
}
ξ (t), (3.22)




+(τM− τm)ẋ(t)T ET R2Eẋ(t)−
∫ t−τm
t−τM
ẋ(s)T ET R2Eẋ(s)ds. (3.23)








ẋ(s)T ET R2Eẋ(s)ds≤ ηT2 Φ2η2, (3.25)




T (τmR1 +(τM− τm)R2)Γ+ηT1 Φ1η1 +ηT2 Φ2η2
}
ξ (t) (3.26)
Then, based on the inequalities (3.21) to (3.26), we can get the derivative of V (t) as
V̇ (t)≤ ξ T (t)Φξ (t). (3.27)




Γ+ΓT Pe1 + eT1 (Q1 +Q2 +Q3)e1− eT2 Q1e2− τ̄eT3 Q2e3
− eT4 Q3e4 +ΓT (τmR1 +(τM− τm)R2)Γ+ηT1 Φ1η1 +ηT2 Φ2η2.
Adding zT z− γ2ωT ω into both sides of the equation (3.27), we have
V̇ (t)+ zT z− γ2ωT ω ≤ξ T (t)(Φ+ eT1 CTCe1− γ2eT7 e7)ξ (t) = ξ T (t)Ξξ (t) (3.28)
According to Schur complement, Ξ < 0 is equivalent to Ψ < 0. Based on inequality
(3.15), we have V̇ (t)+ zT z− γ2ωT ω < 0, so the singular seat suspension system (3.11)
is stable with H∞ control performance γ . Then the system (3.11) is admissible for any
compatible condition. The proof of the Theorem 1 is completed.
In inequality (3.16), we cannot solve the controller K directly by the linear matrix
inequality (LMI) toolbox of MATLAB, because there exist two variable matrices in one
term PT BK and invertible matrices R1 and R2. To solve this problem, we introduce the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.2 The singular seat suspension system (3.11) is admissible with H∞ control
performance γ , if there exists an invertible matrix P̄, positive definite matrices Q̄i > 0,
(i = 1,2,3), R̄ j > 0, ( j = 1,2), symmetric matrices Z̄l , (l = 1,2,3,4) and any matrices Ȳ j,
N̄l , Ū , K̄ with appropriate dimensions, such that the following inequalities hold
EP̄ = P̄T ET ≥ 0 (3.29) Z̄1 Ȳ1 N̄1∗ Z̄2 N̄2
∗ ∗ R̄−11
> 0,











∗ ∗ − 1
τM−τm R̄2 0
∗ ∗ ∗ −I
< 0, (3.31)
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where
Ψ̄11 =eT1 Γ̄+ Γ̄
T e1 + eT1 (Q̄1 + Q̄2 + Q̄3)e1− eT2 Q̄1e2

















































, i = 1,2, ...,7.
Furthermore, if the inequalities (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) are feasible, a state feedback
controller gain is given by K = K̄P̄−1.
Proof. Define P̄ = P−1, R̄ j = R−1j , Q̄i = P̄
T QiP̄, Z̄l = diag
{





P̄T , P̄T , I
}
Yjdiag{P̄, P̄, I}, N̄l = diag
{
P̄T , P̄T , I
)
Nl . Pre- and post-multiplying
(3.14) by P̄T and P̄, we can get inequality (3.29). Similarly, pre- and post-multiplying
(3.15) by diag(P̄T , P̄T , I, P̄T , P̄T , I, I) and diag(P̄, P̄, I, P̄, P̄, I, I), we can get inequality (3.30).
And pre- and post-multiplying (3.16) by diag(P̄T , P̄T , P̄T , P̄T , I, I, I, I, I, I) and diag(P̄, P̄, P̄, P̄,
I, I, I, I, I, I), we can get inequality (3.31). Then, the H∞ controller can be solved by
K = K̄P̄−1. The proof of Theorem 2 is completed.
Because the inequality (3.30) is not LMI, the state feedback gains K cannot be solved
by the LMI Toolbox of MATLAB. To solve nonlinear inequality (3.30), we design a CCL
algorithm. This requires introduction of the real symmetric positive-definite matrices R̂1,
and R̂2, satisfying
R̂1R̄1 = I, R̂2R̄2 = I. (3.32)
The inequalities (3.30) are feasible if equations (3.32) and the following inequalities
hold  Z̄1 Ȳ1 N̄1∗ Z̄2 N̄2
∗ ∗ R̂1
≥ 0,




Step 1: Choose a sufficiently initial τM > τm, such that there exists a feasible solution
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to (3.29), (3.31), (3.32), (3.33) and





Step 2: Find a feasible set of R̄10, R̂10, R̄20, R̂20, P̄0, Q̄i0, Z̄l0, Ȳj0, N̄l0 and K̄0 satisfying
(3.29), (3.31), (3.33) and (3.34). Set k = 0.
Step 3: Solve the following LMI problem for the variables P̄, Q̄i, R̄ j, Z̄l , Ȳ j, N̄l , K̄ where
(3.29), (3.31), (3.33) and (3.34).
min
subject to (3.29),(3.31),(3.33) and (3.34)
trΩ1 + trΩ2. (3.35)
where
Ω1 = R1kR̂1 +R1R̂1k,Ω2 = R2kR̂2 +R2R̂2k.
Set P̄k+1 = P̄, Q̄i(k+1)= Q̄i, R̄ j(k+1)= R̄ j, R̂ j(k+1)= R̂ j, Z̄l(k+1)= Z̄l , Ȳj(k+1)= Ȳj, N̄l(k+1)=
N̄l , and K̄k+1 = K̄.
Step 4: If LMIs (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) are feasible for variables P̄, Q̄i, R̄ j, R̂ j, Z̄l , Ȳj,
N̄l and K̄ obtained in Step 3, or if LMIs in (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) are infeasible within
a specified number of iteration, then stop. Otherwise, set k = k+1 and go to Step 3.
3.5 Simulation results
Some simulation results of the proposed control method are shown in this section for the
active singular seat suspension system. Firstly, the parameters of the active singular seat
suspension system are shown in Table 3.1. Based on the LMI toolbox and CCL algorithm,
we can calculate the H∞ controller as [3011 − 102 30] according to Theorem 3.2. Here,
we assume the friction of the seat suspension system as
fr =

frmin, if x2 ≤−4,
frmax
4 x2, if −4< x2 <4,
frmax, if x2 ≥4.
where 4 = 0.05 m/s is a small velocity interval to make the sign change of friction
smoothly. The time-varying delay of the suspension system is set as τ(t) = 0.006 +
0.004sin(250t).
Table 3.1: The active singular seat suspension system parameters
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m(kg) k(N/m) c(Ns/m) τm(s) τM(s)
80 4600 500 0.002 0.01
τ̄ l frmin(N) frmax(N) umax(N)
1 120 -80 80 180
Bumpy and random road disturbances are two common kinds of road surfaces, which
are chosen to evaluate the vibration control performance of seat suspension systems in the











, 0≤ t ≤ lv0
0, t > lv0
(3.36)
where a = 0.07 m and l = 0.8 m are the height and length of the bumpy [19], respectively;
v0 = 2.77 m/s is the vehicle speed. This bumpy road disturbance is firstly transferred
to a vehicle suspension and then the output becomes the disturbance to the active seat
suspension system.
Figure 3.2: The acceleration and absolute displacement comparison for the singular seat
suspension system with a bumpy road disturbance
Figures 3.2 shows the acceleration and absolute displacement comparison for the sin-
gular seat suspension system with a bumpy road disturbance, where we can see that the
proposed controller can both reduce the acceleration and displacement of the upper seat
suspension compared with the uncontrolled seat suspension system. Figure 3.3 shows the
friction comparison and the input force of the controller. Here we can see the friction
observer is able to estimate the real friction in real time, which is helpful to make com-
pensation for the controller. The input force of the controller meets its saturation during
this control performance, but it still can help to keep the stability of the system and reduce
vibrations.
A random road surface is generated from the simulation. Similarly, as the bumpy road
disturbance, it is first transferred to a vehicle suspension and then to the active seat sus-
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Figure 3.3: The estimated friction and the input force for the singular seat suspension
system with a bumpy road disturbance
Figure 3.4: The acceleration and absolute displacement comparison for the singular seat
suspension system with a random road disturbance
Figure 3.5: The estimated friction and the input force for the singular seat suspension
system with a random road disturbance
pension system. Figure 3.4 shows the acceleration and absolute displacement comparison
for the suspension system with a random road disturbance. Here we can see that the pro-
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posed control method can reduce both the acceleration and the displacement of the upper
seat suspension effectively compared with the uncontrolled seat suspension system. Fig-
ure 3.5 shows the estimated friction and real friction comparison and the input force of the
controller for the suspension system with a random road disturbance. The friction com-
parison figure shows that the friction observer can estimate the friction properly in real
time under a random road disturbance. The controller plot shows that the controller can
reduce the seat suspension vibration despite its saturation and time-varying delay issue.
The simulation results show that the proposed control method has a good control per-
formance to reduce vibration and improve the driving comfort under bumpy and random
road disturbances with the time-varying delay and saturation issues of the actuator.
3.6 Experimental results
In this section, some experimental results of the proposed control method for the active
singular seat suspension system will be shown in the time domain and frequency domain.
This includes the experimental setup, the comparison of the proposed control method
controlled, and the uncontrolled seat suspension system performance.
3.6.1 Experimental setup
Figure 3.6: The experimental setup
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.6 for the active singular seat suspension
system. The sandbags (70kg) are put on the seat to simulate a driver’s weight. The actua-
tor is set to provide the active input force. The 6-degree-of-freedom platform can generate
different kinds of vertical vibration disturbances. Computer 1 with NI CompactRio 9076
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implements excitation commandment to the 6-DOF platform according to different re-
quirements. The whole seat suspension is fixed on the platform. Two laser displacement
sensors (Micro-Epsilon ILD1302-100 and ILD1302-200) are used here to measure the
deflection of the seat suspension and the absolute displacement of the upper seat, while
the deflection signal is used for the controller and the absolute displacement signal is used
only for comparison. Two accelerometers (ADXL203EB) are used to measure the verti-
cal seat acceleration and the platform excitation acceleration, respectively. Computer 2
with NI CompactRio 9074 is used to obtain the real-time data from these sensors and to
implement the control force.
Compared with conventional active seat suspension system models, the active singular
seat suspension system model uses the deflection, relative velocity and acceleration sig-
nal as the system states, all of which are easily measured. The upper seat acceleration
can be easily obtained by the accelerometer sensor, so it does not need to be calculated
by Newton’s Second Law. Meanwhile, the acceleration signal will be used for friction
observation and controller design.
3.6.2 Experiment in the time domain
Similarly, bumpy and random disturbances are chosen as the excitation to test the seat
suspension system. The same bumpy road disturbance is used here as the simulation
section. These road excitations can be generated by the 6-DOF platform for the seat
suspension.
Figure 3.7: The acceleration and absolute displacement comparison for the singular seat
suspension system with a bumpy road disturbance
Figure 3.7 shows the acceleration and absolute displacement comparison for the con-
trolled and uncontrolled singular seat suspension system with a bumpy road disturbance.
Here we can see that the proposed controller can both reduce the acceleration and absolute
displacement for the upper seat suspension, so it can help to improve the driving comfort
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Figure 3.8: The estimated friction and the input force for the singular seat suspension
system with a bumpy road disturbance
for drivers. Figure 3.8 shows the estimated friction and the input force for the singular
seat suspension with a bumpy road disturbance. The friction figure shows that the friction
observer can estimate the friction and bound the friction value among its normal range
by the projecting algorithm. The estimated friction is compensated to the controller as
(3.9) as shown in Figure 3.8. To save energy for the seat suspension system, we set the
input force as zero when there is no excitation or the excitation is very small, so the seat
suspension can keep stable or only suffer a small vibration which drivers can bear without
harm to their health. This can be realized by measuring the root mean square (RMS) of
the acceleration of the cab floor z̈v within a small unit of time in real-time, such as u = 0,
when RMS(z̈v)t0 ≤ c, where t0 is the time unit for the measurement of RMS(z̈v) and c is
a small constant. The force input figure shows the actuator input force for the singular
seat suspension system, where we can see that the actuator only output force during the
vehicle passing the bumpy road. The seat suspension can return its stability by itself after
the bumpy road disturbance, which can greatly reduce energy consumption.
And a random road surface [19] is defined as
żv(t)+ρV zv(t) =VWn (3.37)
where ρ = 0.4 m−1 is the roughness parameter; V = 20 m/s is the forward vehicle veloc-
ity; Wn is white noise with intensity 2δ 2ρV and δ 2 = 300 mm2 is the covariance of the
random road roughness.
Figure 3.9 shows the acceleration and absolute displacement comparison for the con-
trolled and uncontrolled singular seat suspension system with a random road disturbance.
Both the acceleration and the absolute displacement of the upper seat suspension can be
reduced by the proposed controller, especially around the resonant frequency of the seat
suspension. Therefore, the proposed controller can greatly improve driving comfort. Fig-
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Figure 3.9: The acceleration and absolute displacement comparison for the singular seat
suspension system with a random road disturbance
Figure 3.10: The estimated friction and the input force for the singular seat suspension
system with a random road disturbance
ure 3.10 shows the estimated friction and the input force for the singular seat suspension
system with a random road disturbance. In the friction figure, we can see that the fric-
tion observer can estimate the friction and bound it within its normal range according to
the projecting algorithm. The input force is compensated by the estimated friction and
bounded within its maximum output force as shown in Figure 3.10.
Table 3.2 shows the comparison of the root mean square (RMS) values of drivers’
acceleration between the controlled and uncontrolled seat suspension systems with bumpy
and random disturbances. The proposed controller can reduce the RMS values of drivers’
acceleration by 46.08% and 46.75% to bumpy and random disturbances, respectively,
which shows the effectiveness of the proposed control method.
Table 3.2: The comparison of RMS values of drivers’ acceleration
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disturbance uncontrolled controlled reduction
type (m/s2) (m/s2)
bumpy 0.7706 0.4155 46.08%
random 1.3108 0.6980 46.75%
3.6.3 Experiment in the frequency domain
To better show the advantages of the proposed controller, the control performance in
the frequency domain for the active singular seat suspension system is shown in this
section. According to ISO 2631-1 (the international standard to evaluate human exposure
to whole-body vibration), the frequency-weighted RMS (FWRMS) acceleration (aω) can










And the seat effective amplitude transmissibility (SEAT) is used here to judge the ability





where aω,driver and aω,excitation are the RMS accelerations of the driver and the external
excitation.
Figure 3.11: The seat effective amplitude transmissibility comparison between the con-
trolled and uncontrolled singular seat suspension system
Figure 3.11 shows the seat effective amplitude transmissibility (SEAT) comparison be-
tween controlled and uncontrolled singular seat suspension system, where we can see that
the resonant frequency of the uncontrolled seat suspension system is around 1.4 Hz and
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the SEAT value is very large around the resonant frequency. The proposed controller can
have very good control performance around the resonant frequency which greatly helps
to reduce vibration to drivers and improve the driving comfort among 1.2 Hz to 3 Hz.
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3.7 Conclusion
A singular system based approach is investigated for active vibration control of vehicle
seat suspension. Compared with conventional control methods for seat suspension sys-
tems, the proposed controller only uses easily measurable variables, so it is more useful
for practical application. An H∞ controller is designed by considering friction compen-
sation, actuator saturation and time-delay issues. The nonlinear constraints of the in-
equalities are solved by the cone complementary linearization algorithm. A bumpy and a
random road disturbance excitation are used to test the control performance for the con-
trolled seat suspension system compared with the uncontrolled seat suspension system
in the time domain by simulation and experiment. The seat effective amplitude trans-
missibility is applied as the standard to judge the control performance of the proposed
controller in the frequency domain. Both the simulations and experiments show that the
proposed controller has good control performance to reduce vibrations and improve driv-
ing comfort. The friction estimation is not precise in practice, because the practical seat
suspension system is more complicated than the model given in this chapter and the inte-
gration method is used here to calculate the estimated friction value, which is easy to am-
plify measuring error. The robust H∞ control method, combined with the event-triggered
scheme is introduced in the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Continuous Event-triggered H∞ Control
Strategy
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter proposes a singular system based control strategy for active seat
suspension systems. The acceleration signal is considered as one of the system states,
which makes the system singular. This method makes full use of all measurable signals
of the seat suspension to design the seat suspension system and H∞ controller. In this
chapter, an H∞ controller with a continuous event-triggered scheme is proposed for active
seat suspension systems.
Most of those control methods need continuous dynamic system states, but it is impos-
sible to update controllers continuously in practice [73, 74]. Usually, some sensors and
computers are used to acquire and process data for the practical control plant [75]. The
resolution of the sensors and computers determines the control performance of the control
system. The higher the resolution is, the closer the practical control performance will be
to the theoretical one. However, the high resolution also needs fast data transmission and
controller updating speed, which costs a lot of CPU. Additionally, not all of the acquired
dynamic data are useful for controllers. To solve this problem, some trigger mechanisms
are used to send just part of the measured data. The simplest method is a periodic trigger,
but it sends measured data even when the changes of system state values are too small to
change the controller signal significantly [76]. To avoid these “redundant” packets, the
event trigger is adopted where the control signal only renews when an event is triggered
[77, 78]. Therefore, the event-triggered control can reduce processor, transmission load,
and resource utilization, which is closer to the way a human behaves like a controller
[79, 80].
The event trigger scheme has been combined with many control methods used in many
fields, such as event-triggered sliding mode control for stochastic systems [81], multi-area
36
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power systems [82], linear time-invariant systems [83], event-triggered H∞ control for net-
work control systems [84, 85]. The distributed observer-based event-triggered bipartite
tracking control problem is investigated for stochastic nonlinear multi-agent systems with
input saturation in [86]. The event-triggered control problem is investigated for stochastic
nonlinear systems with unmeasured states and unknown backlash-like hysteresis based
on fuzzy logic systems in [87]. In [61], an event-triggered and distributed H∞ filtering is
proposed for a cloud-aided active semi-vehicle suspension system, where the controller
is built in the cloud. It is noted that most of the event-triggered control scheme is ap-
plied to network control systems to reduce the network transmission burden and hence
communication broadband requirement. Although the event-triggered scheme has shown
many advantages, the issue about how to use an event-triggered scheme to control the
seat suspension system has not been explored in literature, which motivates us to design
an event-triggered controller for seat suspension systems. However, the event-triggered
control certainly introduces the time-delay problem for the controller because the value
of the control input only updates when the defined event trigger happens. Hence, the con-
tinuous event-triggered scheme is chosen to be combined with an H∞ controller to control
the active seat suspension system in this chapter, which can both reduce the workload of
data transmission and improve the robustness of the seat suspension system.
The time delay is an important issue for the event-triggered H∞ control of the seat sus-
pension system because the value of the control signal remains the same between two
event-triggered time instants. To reduce the conservatism of the controlled system, a Lya-
punov function is presented where some matrices are introduced with relaxed conditions.
An inequality in [88] is used as a lemma to prove the positive definiteness of the proposed
Lyapunov function. Another inequality in [67] is applied to calculate the stability criteria
for the controlled system.
The main contributions of this chapter are listed as follows:
• The event-triggered H∞ control is first presented for active seat suspension systems.
The continuous event-triggered scheme is applied here to reduce the data processor
and transmission load. Both theoretical analysis and experimental tests for the seat
suspension system with the event-triggered H∞ controller are shown in this chapter.
• The event-triggered scheme makes the value of the controller only change when
the defined event triggers, so it also works as a filter to remove noise caused by
the measurement of sensors. Therefore, it can reduce the resolution requirement
of the actuator to reduce the cost of seat suspensions. This makes a good trade-off
between the control performance and other system aspects (such as processor load,
communication load, and system cost price).
• Two tight inequalities are applied in this chapter to prove the positive definiteness of
the proposed Lyapunov function and to obtain the stability criteria for the controlled
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seat suspension system, which helps to reduce the conservatism of the controlled
system to the time delay of the input force.
4.2 Seat suspension model and event-triggered scheme
Figure 4.1: Active seat suspension model
An active vehicle seat suspension model is shown in Figure 4.1 and the dynamic equa-
tion of the seat suspension system can be written as follows:
mz̈s(t)+ c(żs(t)− żv(t))+ k(zs(t)− zv(t)) = u(t) (4.1)
where m is the sprung mass including a driver and the seat; k and c are the stiffness and the
damping coefficient of the seat suspension, respectively; zs and zv are the displacements of
the suspension upper and base, respectively; żs and żv are the velocities of the suspension
upper and base, respectively; u is the control input.
Define the state variables as follows:
x1 = zs− zv,x2 = żs
where x1 represents the suspension deflection, x2 is the sprung mass speed. z̈s is chosen
as the performance output because the body acceleration is closely related to the ride
comfort. Define the disturbance input ω(t) = żv(t) and x = [ x1 x2 ]T , so the state-space
equation of the seat suspension system can be written as:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t)+Eω(t),
z(t) =Cx(t)+Du(t)+Fω(t), (4.2)



































Assume that the seat suspension system states are sampled and transmitted at time











where Ω> 0, 0< δ < 1 and d̄ > 0 is set as the maximum state delay, so we have tk+1−tk≤
d̄.
Figure 4.2: Diagram of the active seat suspension system with the event-triggered H∞
controller
Figure 4.2 shows the working diagram of the active seat suspension system with the
event-triggered H∞ controller. Some sensors measure system state values in real-time.
Then the event detector estimates whether the event should be triggered or not. A register
is used to store the event-triggered state values and transfer them to the H∞ controller.
The control main objective of the H∞ controller is to reduce the driver’s acceleration to
improve driving comfort. This H∞ controller uses the event-triggered system state values,
so the H∞ controller is in the form of
u(t) = Kx(tk) (4.4)
Substituting the controller (4.4) into system (4.2), we can get the controlled system as
ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+BKx(t−d(t))+Eω(t),
z(t) =Cx(t)+DKx(t−d(t))+Fω(t), (4.5)
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where d(t) = t− tk, t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N, 0 ≤ d(t) ≤ d̄, and d̄ is the maximum time delay
of the controller.
4.3 Event-triggered H∞ controller design
In this section, the event-triggered H∞ controller for the active seat suspension system is
designed. Firstly, two lemmas are given from [88] and [67], which provide tight equalities
to deal with the time-delay problem of the controller.
Lemma 4.1 [88] Let x ∈ Rn be a continuous function and admit a continuous derivative
differentiable function: [α,β ]→ Rn. For symmetric matrices R ∈ Rn×n and Z1 ∈ R2n×2n,
































Z2[ −I 2I ]
}
.
Lemma 4.2 [67] Let x be a differentiable function: [α,β ]→ Rn. For symmetric matri-
ces R ∈ Rn×n and Z1, Z3 ∈ R3n×3n, and any matrices Z2 ∈ R3n×3n and N1,N2 ∈ R3n×n
satisfying  Z1 Z2 N1∗ Z3 N2
∗ ∗ R
≥ 0,





ẋT (t)Rẋ(t)≤ ϖT2 (α,β )Ψ2ϖ2(α,β ),
where
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ϖ2(α,β ) =
[

















N1[ I −I 0 ]+N2[ −I −I 2I ]
}
.
Theorem 4.1 For given positive scalars d̄, δ , and αi (i = 1,2,3), the closed-loop system
(4.5), under event-triggered scheme (4.3) and feedback controller (4.4), is asymptotically
stable with H∞ performance index γ , if there exist positive definite matrices Q ∈ R6×6,
R ∈ R2×2, symmetric matrices P ∈ R8×8, G ∈ R12×12, Zi ∈ R6×6, (i = 1,2), Ω ∈ R2×2,
































































N1(e1− e2)T +N2(2e6− e1− e2)T
)}
,
Ξ1 =(δ −1)e1ΩeT1 + sym(e1ΩeT2 )− e2ΩeT2 ,
Ξ2 =sym
{






























, i = 1,2, · · · ,6,e0 = 012×2,
Θ1 =e1
[

















Proof. Firstly, to prove the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system (4.5), we can
assume ω(t) = 0 and define the Lyapunov functional as follows:































Define a state vector as
χ(t) =
[






























T (s)dsdv xT (t)− 1d̄
∫ t
t−d̄ x
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Based on (4.6) and R > 0, we have
V (t) =VP(t)+VQ(t)+VR(t)≥ 0,
so the positive definiteness of V (t) is ensured.
Then, we need to get the derivative of V (t). Firstly, define another state vector as
ξ (t) =
[






When t ∈ [tk, tk+1), t−d(t) = tk is a constant, so ẋ(t−d(t)) = 0. Then, we can get






V̇Q(t) =ηT2 (t)Qη2(t)−ηT2 (t− d̄)Qη2(t− d̄)




ẋT (t + s)Rẋ(t + s)ds (4.14)




ẋT (t + s)Rẋ(t + s)ds≤ ξ T (t)Φξ (t) (4.15)
Based on the event-triggered scheme (4.3), the following inequality holds:
δxT (t)Ωx(t)− eT (t)Ωe(t)≥ 0 (4.16)
where e(t) = x(t)− x(tk) for t ∈ [tk, tk+1).
Define an invertible matrix U with proper dimensions, and the following equality al-
ways holds:
2(Ax(t)− ẋ(t)+BKx(t−d(t)))T U (α1x(t)+α2x(t−d(t))+α3ẋ(t)))
=ξ (t)T sym
{
(e1AT + e2KT BT − e4)U(α1eT1 +α2eT2 +α3eT4 )
}
ξ (t) = 0 (4.17)
where αi (i = 1,2,3) are given scalars, which are used to modify the controller and event-
triggered matrix.
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In accordance with inequalities (4.12)-(4.17), we have the following inequality:
V̇ (t)≤ ξ (t)T Ψξ (t)< 0 (4.18)
Therefore, when ω(t)≡ 0, we have V̇ (t)< 0, which implies the closed-loop system (4.5)
with ω(t)≡ 0 is asymptotically stable.
When ω(t) 6= 0, we can define
J = ||z(t)||22− γ2||ω(t)||22. (4.19)
By inequality (4.18), under zero initial conditions, we have the following inequality:


















xT (t) xT (t−d(t)) xT (t− d̄) ẋT (t)
ẋT (t− d̄) 1d̄
∫ t
t−d̄ x





















T E +CT F)+ e2(DK)T F + e4UT E,
Θ
′
22 =− γ2I +FT F.
According to Schur complement, Θ′< 0 is equivalent to the inequality (4.10), which indi-
cates J < 0, so the closed-loop seat suspension system (4.5) is stable with H∞ performance
γ under the zero initial condition. The proof of this theorem is completed.
The controller K cannot be solved through Theorem 4.1 by the LMI toolbox directly,
because it is coupled with another matrix invariable U in inequalities (4.9) and (4.10).
Therefore, the following theorem is introduced to solve this issue.
Theorem 4.2 For given positive scalars d̄, δ , and αi (i = 1,2,3), the closed-loop system
(4.5), under event-triggered scheme (4.3) and feedback controller (4.4), is asymptotically
stable with H∞ performance index γ , if there exist positive definite matrices Q̃ ∈ R6×6,
R̃ ∈ R2×2, symmetric matrices P̃ ∈ R8×8, G̃ ∈ R12×12, Z̃i ∈ R6×6, (i = 1,2), Ω̃ ∈ R2×2,
and any matrices Ỹ ∈ R6×6, Ñi ∈ R6×2, (i = 1,2), H̃ ∈ R12×6, Ũ ∈ R2×2, and K̃ ∈ R1×2,
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where Πi (i = 1,2,3), li (i = 1,2, ...,5), Γi (i = 1,2, ...,5), ei (i = 1,2, ...,6), and Θ2 are
consistent with Theorem 4.1 and



























Ñ1(e1− e2)T + Ñ2(2e6− e1− e2)T
)}
,
Ξ̃1 =(δ −1)e1Ω̃eT1 + sym(e1Ω̃eT2 )− e2Ω̃eT2 ,
Ξ̃2 =sym
{
















Then, the controller and event-triggered matrix can be obtained as K = K̃Ũ−1 and Ω =
Ũ−T Ω̃Ũ−1.
Proof. Define Ũ =U−1, P̃= diag
{















, R̃= ŨT RŨ , Ω̃= ŨT ΩŨ , G̃= diag
{




Ũ ,Ũ ,Ũ , Ũ ,Ũ ,Ũ
}
, H̃ = diag
{




























Ni (i = 1,2), K̃ = KŨ . Pre- and post-multiplying (4.6), (4.7),
(4.8), (4.9), (4.10) by diag
{













ŨT ,ŨT ,ŨT ,ŨT ,ŨT ,ŨT
}
, diag{
ŨT ,ŨT ,ŨT ,ŨT ,ŨT ,ŨT , I, I
}
, and their transpose matrices, respectively, we can get in-
equalities (4.21), (4.22), (4.23), (4.24), (4.25). Then, we complete the proof of this theo-
rem.
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4.4 Simulation results
Some simulation results of the event-triggered controller for the active seat suspension
system are shown in this section. The bump, sinusoidal and random vibration responses
are considered. The parameters of the active seat suspension system and the controller are
shown in Table 4.1. αi (i= 1,2,3) are the weights of the system states, which influence the
results of the controller and the event-triggered matrix. The values of αi selected by both
considering the stability and control performance of the system (4.5) through simulation.
Based on the LMI toolbox of MATLAB, we can get the H∞ controller K and the event-







Table 4.1: The active seat suspension system parameters and some given scalars
m(kg) k(N/m) c(Ns/m) d̄ δ α1 α2 α3
80 4600 300 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 30
4.4.1 Bump vibration response
A bump vibration is one common road excitation, which is often chosen to evaluate the
vibration control performance for the seat suspension system in the time domain. The
same bumpy road surface of (3.36) in Chapter 3 is chosen here to do the test.
Figure 4.3: The deflection and acceleration comparison for the seat suspension system
with a bump road disturbance
This bump road vibration will transfer to the vehicle suspension first and then to the
seat suspension. The parameters of one quarter-truck suspension model in [89] are used
here to reduce the bump disturbance at first and the output will be considered as the in-
put disturbance of the seat suspension. To show the advantages of the event-triggered
H∞ controller, we add a conventional H∞ controller with the same controller matrix K
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Figure 4.4: The output of the controllers, the release instants and release intervals of the
seat suspension system with a bump road disturbance
without time delay to compare with the proposed controller. Figure 4.3 shows the deflec-
tion and acceleration responses comparison of the seat suspension among the controlled
seat suspension systems with the event-triggered H∞ controller (red solid curve) and the
conventional H∞ controller (blue dashed curve) and the uncontrolled seat suspension sys-
tem (green dotted curve) with a bump road disturbance. These two figures imply that
the deflections and accelerations are greatly reduced by both two controllers with just a
small difference. Figure 4.4 shows the output of these two controllers, the release in-
stants and release intervals with a bump road disturbance, where we can see that only
some part of the system state signals is transferred to the controller by the event-trigger
scheme. Compared with the output values of the two controllers, the output force signal
of the event-triggered H∞ controller does not change continuously, but only changes at the
event-triggered time constants. The maximum release interval in Figure 4.4 is around 0.12
seconds, and most release intervals are much larger than the default simulation resolution,
0.002 seconds, which can largely reduce the workload of data transmission.
4.4.2 Sinusoidal vibration response
Define zv = 0.02sin(1.4× 2πt). The sinusoidal vibration control performance of the
event-triggered H∞ controller and the conventional H∞ controller for the seat suspension
system are shown in Figures 4.5-4.6. Figure 4.5 shows the deflection and acceleration
comparison of the seat suspension system, which shows that the event-triggered H∞ con-
troller and the conventional H∞ controller can both reduce the amplitudes of the deflection
and acceleration of the driver with just small differences with sinusoidal vibration distur-
bance. Figure 4.6 shows the output of the controllers, the release instants, and release
intervals of the seat suspension with sinusoidal vibration disturbance. Here we can see
that only a small part of the state values are transferred to the controller by the event-
triggered scheme, so the output value of the event-triggered H∞ controller only changes at
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Figure 4.5: The deflection and acceleration comparison for the seat suspension system
with a sinusoidal disturbance
Figure 4.6: The output of the controllers, the release instants and release intervals of the
seat suspension system with a sinusoidal disturbance
the event-triggered time constants. Most release intervals are much larger than the simu-
lation resolution, so the event-triggered scheme can greatly reduce the data transmission.
4.4.3 Random vibration response
To better simulate the real road surface, a random road profile is used to test the control
performance of the seat suspension system with the event-triggered H∞ controller and the
conventional H∞ controller. Similar to the bump vibration response, the random road dis-
turbance is firstly dealt with the quarter-truck suspension in [89] and then transferred to
the active vehicle seat suspension system. Figure 4.7 shows that both the event-triggered
H∞ controller and the conventional H∞ controller can reduce the deflection and accelera-
tion values of the driver. Figure 4.8 shows the output of the two controllers, the release in-
stants, and release intervals of the seat suspension system with a random road disturbance.
The output force signal of both controllers is similar. Compared with the conventional H∞
controller, the output value of the event-triggered H∞ controller does not change continu-
ously, but only changes at the event-triggered time constants. Similar to the responses of
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Figure 4.7: The deflection and acceleration comparison for the seat suspension system
with a random road disturbance
Figure 4.8: The output of the controllers, the release instants and release intervals of the
seat suspension system with a random road disturbance
the bumpy road and sinusoidal disturbances, the release intervals are much larger than the
simulation resolution, so the event-triggered scheme works very efficiently to reduce the
workload of data transmission.
4.5 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, experimental results about the proposed control method for the active
seat suspension system are shown, which include the experimental setup, the compari-
son of the performance of the seat suspension system with the proposed control method,
the conventional H∞ controller and uncontrolled system with several different vibration
disturbances.
The experimental setup of the active seat suspension is similar to Chapter 3. The event-
triggered scheme estimates whether the real-time measured data should be transferred to
the controller or not. Different from the event-triggered control of other papers, which
often use zero-order-holder (ZOH) to keep the measured system state values between
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two triggered time instants, we use shift registers on the while loop structure here to
temporarily store the event-triggered value. A case structure is used here to transfer the
event-triggered data to the controller. The shift registers and case structure of the LabView
instruments make it easier to operate experimental tests. When the event-trigger scheme
is triggered, the condition of the case structure is true and the real-time measured data
will be transferred to the controller. When the event-triggered scheme is not triggered, the
condition of the case structure is false and the shift register stored data will be transferred
to the controller. Therefore, it can be ensured that when t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N, the event-
triggered signal keeps at x(tk), so the controller can remain constant as u(tk). The same
controller K and the event-triggered matrix Ω are used here as the above section. The
operating principle of the event-trigger scheme is shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Schematic diagram of the event-trigger scheme in LabView
Several different types of vibrations (bump, sinusoidal, random vibrations) are applied
to test the performance of seat suspensions. To evaluate the ride comfort of seat sus-
pension, the seat acceleration is considered as the main factor of the experimental output
signal.
4.5.1 Sinusoidal vibration
Figure 4.10: Experimental acceleration results of the seat suspension with a sinusoidal
vibration and the output of the controllers
The resonant frequency of the active seat suspension is around 1.4 Hz. To show
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good control performance of the proposed controller, a sinusoidal excitation is chosen
as zv(t) = 0.02sin(1.4×2πt). The acceleration performance of the active seat suspension
with two controllers and the uncontrolled seat suspension is shown in Figure 4.10. In the
acceleration response figure, the left side is the performance of the uncontrolled seat sus-
pension system. The acceleration of the seat becomes divergent because of the resonant
frequency. However, when the event-triggered H∞ controller or the conventional H∞ con-
troller is applied on the right side, the acceleration of the seat reduces quickly and remains
in a small limited area. The control performance of these two controllers is quite similar.
The output of the two controllers figure shows that the output value of the event-triggered
H∞ controller only changes at event-triggered time constants while the output value of the
conventional H∞ controller changes continuously. The average change frequency of the
controller value is only 37.43 Hz (much smaller than the NI CompactRio frequency 500
Hz), so the event-trigger scheme can help to reduce the data transmission and block the
effect of noise.
4.5.2 Bump and random vibration
Figure 4.11: Experimental acceleration results of the seat suspension system with a
bump vibration and the output of the controllers
Bump and random vibrations are similar to the real-road profiles, so these two types
of road excitation are chosen to evaluate the seat suspension performance in the time
domain. Similarly, as the simulation section, a bump and random vibrations are first
introduced into a quarter-car vehicle suspension model with the parameter values in [90]
and sprung mass displacement is used as the cab floor vibration. The 6-DOF vibration
platform can generate this excitation vibration for the seat suspension system.
The same bumpy road surface (3.36) and the same random road surface (3.37) in Chap-
ter 3 are used here to do the test.
Figure 4.11 shows the acceleration performance of the seat suspension system with
a bump excitation and the output of the two controllers. It is clear to see that both the
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Figure 4.12: Experimental acceleration results of the seat suspension system with a
random vibration and the output of the controllers
two controllers can well reduce the seat acceleration to improve the driving comfort with
small differences. The output value of the proposed controller only changes at the event-
triggered time instants and the average change frequency is 75 Hz during this bump exci-
tation control which is far smaller than the NI CompactRio working frequency. Therefore,
the event-triggered scheme can reduce data transmission and works as a filter to remove
the influence of signal noise.
Figure 4.12 shows the acceleration performance of the seat suspension system with a
random excitation and the output of the two controllers. From this figure, we can see that
both the two controllers have good control performance to reduce the seat acceleration,
especially for the excitation around the resonant frequency with small differences but the
event-triggered H∞ controller value only changes at event-triggered time instants. The
average change frequency is only 52.19 Hz during this random excitation control, which
shows the filter effect of the event-trigger scheme. Therefore, the resolution of the actuator
does not need to have high-precision, which can help to reduce the cost of actuators of
seat suspensions.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents an event-triggered H∞ controller for active seat suspension systems.
Delay-dependent stability criteria are provided in LMI form to ensure the control system
asymptotically stable and H∞ control performance. Two tight inequalities are used to re-
duce the conservatism of the system to time delay. The proposed controller can reduce the
workload of data transmission and remove the effect of noise as a filter. Both simulation
and experimental results show the good performance of the proposed controller to balance
the control performance and other system aspects (data communication load, processor
load, and system cost). The H∞ control method with a discrete event-triggered scheme is
proposed in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
Discrete Event-triggered H∞ Control
Strategy
5.1 Introduction
The event-triggered H∞ controller with a continuous event-triggered scheme is designed
in the previous chapter. The event-triggered scheme can reduce the data processor and
transmission load without a big influence on the control performance. However, the con-
tinuous event-triggered scheme is only theoretically possible, while data acquisition and
analysis happens in discrete time in practice. To make this event-triggered control more
practical, a discrete-time event-triggered H∞ controller is designed in this chapter.
During recent years, network cloud control becomes more and more popular in different
areas because of the fast development of data transmission and communication [91–94].
However, it is still a problem for the big data transmission in real-time limited by the
influence of the bandwidth and the transmission rate, which brings in the state time delay
or data-packet dropouts [84]. To solve this problem, event-triggered control is presented
by some researchers [82], which can select valid data to transmit and discard invalid
data. Therefore, in comparison with the conventional control with sampled data, it can
reduce the workload of data transmission and the number of the execution of control tasks
[76]. Some event-triggered control problems for vehicle suspension systems have been
investigated in [95] and [72]. However, a few works of the event-triggered control for seat
suspension systems have been done, which greatly motivates the authors’ interest.
A discrete-time event-triggered H∞ controller is designed for an active seat suspension
system in this chapter, which considers the discrete-time state signal collection, control
input, and event-triggered scheme by computer control in practice. A less conservative
inequality [67] is applied here to reduce the conservation of the considered system to
time delay. The results of both the simulation and experiment illustrate that the event-
triggered H∞ controller can improve the driving comfort and reduce the workload of data
53
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transmission simultaneously.
The main contribution of this chapter is that the event-triggered H∞ control problem is
investigated for active seat suspension systems. The discrete-time event-triggered scheme
is applied here to reduce the workload of data transmission, which is more suitable for
practical application in comparison with the continuous-time event-triggered scheme.
Both simulation and experimental tests for the seat suspension system with the event-
triggered H∞ controller are shown compared with the conventional H∞ controlled and
uncontrolled seat suspension systems in this chapter.
5.2 Seat suspension model and event-triggered scheme
The active vehicle seat suspension model system and the dynamic equation are the same
as Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4.
The state-space equation of the seat suspension system is written as:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t)+Eω(t),
z(t) =Cx(t)+Du(t)+Fω(t), (5.1)
where the state variables, disturbance, and state matrices are defined as the same as Chap-
ter 4.
Assuming that the seat suspension system is under an event-triggered scheme, the sys-
tem data are sampled and transmitted at time instants t0, t1,· · · , tk, tk+1,· · · , k ∈ N. The




ih|(x(tk + ih)− x(tk))T Ω
× (x(tk + ih)− x(tk))≥ δxT (tk + ih)Ωx(tk + ih)
}
(5.2)
where Ω > 0, 0 < δ < 1.
Figure 5.1 shows the event-triggered control diagram for the considered system. Some
sensors collect the real-time data of the considered system in discrete time. The event
detector evaluates whether the system data should be transmitted or not through a network
to the cloud by the discrete-time event-triggered scheme (5.2). If it is not triggered, the
system data collected at this time instant will be discarded directly. If it is triggered, the
system data will be transferred to the cloud and then to a zero-order holder (ZOH) through
a network which will hold the data until the next event trigger happens. The time delay of
data transmission is omitted here. Therefore, the H∞ controller holds its value during the
time intervals [tk, tk+1), k ∈ N, which can reduce the workload of data transmission.
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Figure 5.1: Event-triggered control diagram
The H∞ controller is designed as
u(t) = Kx(tk). (5.3)
Then, substitute the controller (5.3) into the system (5.1), so we can get the controlled
system as follows for ∀t ∈ [tk, tk+1)
ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+BKx(tk)+Eω(t),
z(t) =Cx(t)+DKx(tk)+Fω(t), (5.4)
or for ∀t ∈ Iki
ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+BKx(t− τ(t))−BKe(t− τ(t))+Eω(t),
z(t) =Cx(t)+DKx(t− τ(t))−DKe(t− τ(t))+Fω(t), (5.5)
where







τ(t) =t− tk− ih, τ̇(t) = 1,∀t ∈ Iki ,0 6 τ(t)6 h,e(t− τ(t)) = x(t− τ(t))− x(tk),∀t ∈ Iki .
5.3 The event-triggered H∞ controller design
In this section, the event-triggered H∞ controller is designed for the system (5.5). A
less conservative inequality [67] is introduced at firstly, which is used for the following
theorem to reduce the conservation of the considered system to time delay. The stability
criteria of the system (5.5) are verified in the form of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs)
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and the event-triggered scheme and the H∞ controller are solved by the LMI toolbox.
Lemma 5.1 [67] Define x as a differentiable function: [α,β ]→Rn. If there exist symmet-
ric matrices Z1, Z3 ∈R3n×3n and R ∈Rn×n, any matrices Z2 ∈R3n×3n and N1,N2 ∈ R3n×n
which satisfy  Z1 Z2 N1∗ Z3 N2
∗ ∗ R
> 0,


























N1[ I −I 0 ]+N2[ −I −I 2I ]
}
.
Theorem 5.1 For given positive scalalrs h, δ , and αi (i = 1,2,3), the system (5.5) is
stable with H∞ control performance γ , if there exist symmetric positive definite matrices
P ∈ R2×2, R ∈ R2×2, Q ∈ R2×2, S ∈ R2×2, U ∈ R2×2 symmetric matrices Zi ∈ R6×6,
(i = 1,2,3,4), Ω∈R2×2, and any matrices Yi ∈R6×6, (i = 1,2), Ni ∈R6×2, (i = 1,2,3,4)
and the controller K ∈ R2×1 satisfying the following inequalities: Z1 Y1 N1∗ Z2 N2
∗ ∗ R
> 0,























2 Λ2η2− (e1− e2)T S(e1− e2)− eT4 Ωe4
+δeT2 Ωe2 + sym(Γ
T
0 U(α1e1 +α2e4 +α3e5)),






































, i = 1,2, · · · ,8,
Λ1 =sym
{





N3[ I −I 0 ]+N4[ −I −I 2I ]
}
,
Γ0 =− e5 +Ae1 +BKe2−BKe4 +Ee8,Γ1 =Ce1 +DKe2−DKe4 +Fe8,Σ =−γ2eT8 e8.
Proof. Firstly, to prove the system (5.5) is stable, we define the Lyapunov functional as
follows:
V (t) =V1(t)+V2(t)+V3(t)+V4(t) (5.9)
where










V4(t) =(h− τ(t))[x(t)− x(tk + ih)]T S[x(t)− x(tk + ih)].
By noticing that
V3((tk + ih)+) =V3((tk +(i+1)h)−) = 0,V4((tk + ih)+) =V4((tk +(i+1)h)−) = 0,
we can find V3(t) and V4(t) are continuous at time instants tk + ih, but not necessarily
derivable. Therefore, we only need to prove V̇ (t) < 0 at time intervals (tk + ih, tk +(i+
1)h) to verify the system (5.5) is stable.
Define a state vector as
ξ (t) =
[









T (s)ds ωT (t)
]T
.
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Then, the derivative of V (t) can be calculated as follows.




















ẋT (s)Qẋ(s)ds+ξ T (t)(h− τ(t))eT5 Qe5ξ (t), (5.12)
V̇4(t) =− [x(t)− x(tk + ih)]T S[x(t)− x(tk + ih)]+ sym{(h− τ(t))[x(t)− x(tk + ih)]T Sẋ(t)}
=ξ T (t)
{
−(e1− e2)T S(e1− e2)+ sym
[
(h− τ(t))(e1− e2)T Se5
]}
ξ (t). (5.13)















































N3[ I −I 0 ]+N4[ −I −I 2I ]
}
.
According to the event-triggered scheme (5.2), we have
[x(tk + ih)− x(tk)]T Ω [x(tk + ih)− x(tk)]< δxT (tk + ih)Ωx(tk + ih). (5.15)
Take notice of that for a positive symmetric matrix U ∈ R2×2, according to the system
(5.5) the following condition always holds:
0 =sym{[−ẋ(t)+Ax(t)+BKx(t− τ(t))−BKe(t− τ(t))





T (t)(−e5 +Ae1 +BKe2−BKe4 +Ee8)T
×U(α1e1 +α2e4 +α3e5)ξ (t)} , (5.16)
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where αi (i = 1,2,3) are given scalars, which are used to modify the controller and event-
triggered scheme.
Notice t−τ(t) = tk+ ih, e(t−τ(t)) = x(tk+ ih)−x(tk), and then by combining inequal-
ities from (5.10) to (5.16) we can get
V̇ (t)≤ ξ T (Ξ0 +(h− τ(t))Ξ1 + τ(t)Ξ2)ξ (t) (5.17)
Then, we define
J = ‖z(t)‖22− γ2‖ω(t)‖22. (5.18)
By combining inequalities (5.17) and (5.18), we have













T (t)Φξ (t)dt (5.19)
where
Φ = Ξ0 +(h− τ(t))Ξ1 + τ(t)Ξ2 +Σ+ΓT1 Γ1. (5.20)
According to Schur Complement, Φ < 0 is equivalent to Θ < 0, where
Θ =
[




Here by noticing that Θ < 0 is equal to Θ1 < 0 and Θ2 < 0, we have J < 0, so the seat
suspension system (5.5), under the zero initial condition, is stable with H∞ performance
γ . Then, the proof of this theorem has been completed.
In Theorem 5.1, the controller K is coupled with a matrix variable U , so it cannot be
solved directly through the LMI toolbox. To solve this problem, the following theorem is
introduced.
Theorem 5.2 For given positive scalalrs h, δ , and αi (i = 1,2,3), the system (5.5) is
stable with H∞ control performance γ , if there exist symmetric positive definite matrices
P̄ ∈ R2×2, R̄ ∈ R2×2, Q̄ ∈ R2×2, S̄ ∈ R2×2, Ū ∈ R2×2 symmetric matrices Z̄i ∈ R6×6,
(i = 1,2,3,4), Ω̄∈R2×2, and any matrices Ȳi ∈R6×6, (i = 1,2), N̄i ∈R6×2, (i = 1,2,3,4)
and the controller K̄ ∈ R2×1 satisfying the following inequalities: Z̄1 Ȳ1 N̄1∗ Z̄2 N̄2
∗ ∗ R̄
> 0,
 Z̄3 Ȳ2 N̄3∗ Z̄4 N̄4
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Θ̄2 =
[











2 Λ̄2η2− (e1− e2)T S̄(e1− e2)− eT4 Ω̄e4
+δeT2 Ω̄e2 + sym(Γ̄
T
0 (α1e1 +α2e4 +α3e5)),






































, i = 1,2, · · · ,8,
Λ̄1 =sym
{





N̄3[ I −I 0 ]+ N̄4[ −I −I 2I ]
}
,
Γ̄0 =−Ūe5 +AŪe1 +BK̄e2−BK̄e4 +Ee8,
Γ̄1 =CŪe1 +DK̄e2−DK̄e4 +Fe8, Σ̄ =−γ2eT8 e8.
and then the event-triggered controller can be obtained as K = K̄Ū−1, and Ω= Ū−T ΩŪ−1.














Ni, (i= 1,2,3,4). Pre- and post-multiplying
(5.6) by diag
{
ŪT ,ŪT ,ŪT ,ŪT ,ŪT ,ŪT ,ŪT
}
and diag{Ū ,Ū ,Ū ,Ū ,Ū ,Ū ,Ū}, we can get
inequation (5.22). Similarly, pre- and post-multiplying (5.7) and (5.8) by diag
{
ŪT ,ŪT ,
ŪT ,ŪT ,ŪT ,ŪT ,ŪT , I, I
}
and diag{Ū ,Ū ,Ū ,Ū ,Ū ,Ū ,Ū , I, I}, we can get inequations (5.23)
and (5.24). Hence, the proof of this theorem is completed.
5.4 Simulation results
Some simulation results are shown in this section to illustrate the effectiveness of the
event-triggered H∞ controller for the considered system. The parameters of the seat sus-
pension system and some given scalars are shown in Table 5.1. Based on LMI toolbox of
MATLAB and Theorem 5.2, the H∞ controller and event-triggered scheme are solved as






Table 5.1: The parameters of the active seat suspension system and some given scalars
m(kg) k(N/m) c(Ns/m) h(s) δ α1 α2 α3
80 4600 300 0.002 0.2 1 1 0.1
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5.4.1 Bumpy road response
A bumpy road disturbance is a very common road disturbance for vehicles, so it is chosen
here to test the control performance for the seat suspension system (5.5). The same bumpy
road surface (3.36) in Chapter 3 is used here to do the test.
Figure 5.2: The deflection and acceleration comparison for the considered system with
a bumpy road disturbance
Figure 5.3: The control output comparison between the event-triggered H∞ controller
and the conventional H∞ controller and the release intervals of the event-triggered scheme
with a bumpy road disturbance
The bumpy road disturbance firstly transfers to one quarter-truck suspension model in
[89] and the output is considered as the input disturbance of the considered system. Here




, which is calculated ac-
cording to the basic H∞ controller design method. To compare with the event-triggered
H∞ controller reasonably, we introduce a small time delay 0.05 s for the conventional H∞
controller. Figure 5.2 shows the deflection and acceleration comparison among the event-
triggered H∞ controlled (red solid curve), the conventional H∞ controlled (blue dashed
curve), and the uncontrolled (green dotted curve) seat suspension systems with a bumpy
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road disturbance. Here we can see that compared with the uncontrolled seat suspension
system, both the event-triggered H∞ controller and the conventional H∞ controller can
both reduce the seat suspension deflection and the drivers’ acceleration. Figure 5.3 shows
the control output comparison between the event-triggered H∞ controller and the con-
ventional H∞ controller and the release intervals of the event-triggered scheme. Here we
can see that compared with the conventional H∞ controller, the output value of the event-
triggered H∞ controller only changes when the event-triggered scheme is triggered, which
greatly reduces the workload of the data transmission and the requirement of the actuator
precision.
5.4.2 Sinusoidal disturbance response
The sinusoidal disturbance response is tested here for the active seat suspension system.
Define zv(t) = 0.02sin(1.6×2πt). The control performance is shown in Figures 5.4 and
5.5. From Figure 5.4, we can see that both the event-triggered H∞ controller and the con-
ventional H∞ controller can decrease both the seat suspension deflection and the drivers’
acceleration, compared with the uncontrolled seat suspension system. From Figure 5.5,
we can see that compared with the conventional H∞ controller, the value of output of the
event-triggered H∞ controller only changes at event-triggered time points. Similarly, with
the bumpy road disturbance, the event-triggered H∞ controller can reduce the workload
of the data transmission and the requirement of the actuator precision for the active seat
suspension system with the sinusoidal disturbance.
Table 5.2: The average data transmission times per second
disturbance event-triggered conventional reduction
type H∞ controller H∞ controller percentage
bumpy road 35.5 500 92.9%
sinusoidal 46.9 500 90.6%
The working frequency of the simulation test is chosen as 500 Hz. Table 5.2 shows the
average data transmission times per second of the event-triggered H∞ controller and the
conventional H∞ controller for two different kinds of disturbances. The event-triggered
scheme can reduce 92.9% (for bumpy road disturbance) and 90.6% (for sinusoidal distur-
bance) of the workload of data transmission without big influence on the control perfor-
mance to improve the driving comfort, which shows the great effectiveness and efficiency
of the event-triggered H∞ control method for the considered system.
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Figure 5.4: The deflection and acceleration comparison for the considered system with
a sinusoidal disturbance
Figure 5.5: The control output comparison between the event-triggered H∞ controller
and the conventional H∞ controller and the release intervals of the event-triggered scheme
with a sinusoidal disturbance
5.5 Experimental results
In this section, the experimental results for the active seat suspension system are given,
which contain the experimental setup, the comparison of the control performance of the
considered system with the event-triggered H∞ controller and the conventional H∞ con-
troller, and the response of the uncontrolled system with a random road disturbance. The
experimental setup is similar to Chapter 3.
Random road disturbances are another common disturbance for vehicles. To test the
control performance of the proposed method under experimental conditions, the same
random road surface (3.37) in Chapter 3 is used here to do the test.
Figure 5.6 shows some experimental results of the proposed controller. The first figure
shows the acceleration comparison for the active seat suspension system with the event-
triggered H∞ controller and the conventional H∞ controller and the uncontrolled system,
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Figure 5.6: The acceleration comparison for the considered system and the release in-
tervals of the event-triggered scheme with a random disturbance
where we can see that compared with the uncontrolled system, both of the two controllers
can reduce the drivers’ acceleration with little difference, especially around the resonant
frequency of the seat suspension system. The second figure shows the release intervals
generated by the event-triggered scheme. Here we can see that data transmission only
happens when the event-triggered scheme is triggered. The working frequency of the
computers and NI CompactRio is 500 Hz. Compared with the conventional H∞ controlled
system (500 Hz), the average frequency of the data transmission of the event-triggered
H∞ controlled seat suspension system is 66.77 Hz with a random road disturbance, which
can reduce 86.65% of the workload of data transmission without a big influence on the
control performance. Therefore, the event-triggered H∞ controller also has a good control
performance in the experimental situation to reduce the workload of the data transmission.
5.6 Conclusion
The event-triggered H∞ control method is established for active seat suspension systems
in this chapter, which considers the discrete-time data collection and control input with
time delay. Some Lyapunov functions are chosen to verify that the considered system
is stable and a less conservative inequality is applied to reduce the system conservation
to time delay. Some simulation results show that for a bumpy road and a sinusoidal
disturbance, the event-triggered H∞ controller has a similar control performance to reduce
the vibration with the conventional H∞ controller with a big workload reduction of the data
transmission. The experimental results also illustrate the efficiency and effectiveness of
the proposed event-triggered H∞ controller to improve the driving comfort and reduce data
transmission for the considered system with a random disturbance under experimental
conditions. The next chapter considers the event-triggered control for more complicated
seat suspension systems, such as the human-in-loop seat suspension system.
Chapter 6
Output-feedback H∞ Control Strategy
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter introduces the discrete-time event-triggered H∞ control method for
active seat suspension systems. The discrete-time scheme considers the actual work con-
ditions of data acquisition and analysis and can reduce data transmission, which is useful
for network cloud control for seat suspension systems. This chapter considers a more
complicated seat suspension system, which also considers a human body in the loop to
design the system and the controller.
Some previous works of some researchers simplify the seat suspension into a second-
order system and use the absolute or relative displacement and velocity of the seat sus-
pension as the system states [96]. Other works consider the human body in the loop
and define a more complicated seat suspension system with different human body models
such as [97]. The seat suspension system with a human body in the loop is closer to the
real practical situation, while it is more difficult to deal with the control problem of such
complicated systems.
The system states are measured through discrete sampling by different types of sen-
sors. Generally, the higher the sampling accuracy is, the more easily the system can be
controlled because it can minimize the impact of time delay on the system [98]. However,
the smaller the sampling time is, the more data it produces per unit time, but not all of the
data are necessary for the controller, which increases the burden of data transmission and
leads to time-delay problem [99]. Event-triggered control is one approach to deal with
this problem which can evaluate if it is necessary to transmit the current data [100].
In most previous suspension related works, the absolute or relative displacement and
velocity signals are considered as system states while the acceleration signals are not
considered even though they can be easily measured in real-time by acceleration sensors
[101]. Moreover, absolute displacement or velocity signals usually cannot be measured
in real-time in practice. In this chapter, the human body is simply separated into two parts
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(head and body torso), which is considered as part of the seat suspension system together
with the seat frame. The relative displacements, velocities, and accelerations of each part
are defined as system states, which makes the seat suspension system a singular system
[102]. The outputs of this system are chosen as the deflection and relative velocity of the
seat frame, the accelerations of the upper seat suspension, body torso, and head, so these
signals are easily measured in real-time. The output feedback controller design is only
based on the measurable states, which makes the control method more practical. Then the
discrete output event-triggered scheme is designed for the seat suspension system, which
can avoid the ‘redundant’ data packets and reduce the workload of data transmission.
The main contributions of this chapter are listed as follows.
• A singular seat suspension system with a human body in the loop is established.
Compared with traditional seat suspension systems, the singular seat suspension
system also defines the acceleration signals as system states, which makes full use
of all measurable signals in real-time.
• The output feedback controller of the active singular seat suspension system is de-
signed by only using easily measurable state variables, which makes the control
method more practical.
• The discrete-time event-triggered scheme is designed for the singular active seat
suspension system, which can make the value of the controller only changes when
the defined event triggers. Therefore, it can reduce the processor load and data
transmission load.
• The output-feedback H∞ controller is designed at first and then the event-triggered
scheme is designed based on the obtained controller. Compared with the traditional
output-feedback controller, this two-step design method can minimize the compli-
cation of the control system, especially for this complicated seat suspension system,
which makes the control process simpler.
6.2 Model of singular active seat suspension system with
a human body
Figure 6.1 shows the simplified active seat suspension with human body model. mh, mb,
and ms are the masses of human’s head, body torso, and seat frame, respectively; kh,
kb, ks are their spring stiffness, respectively; ch, cb, cs are their damping coefficients,
respectively; u is the active control input; zh, zb, zs and zv are the displacements of human
head, body torso, seat frame and the base platform, respectively. The dynamic equations
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Figure 6.1: Active seat suspension with a human body model
of this model for each part can be derived as follows. Seat frame:
msz̈s =−ks(zs− zv)− cs(żs− żv)+ kb(zb− zs)+ cb(żb− żs)+u (6.1)
Body torso:
mbz̈b =−kb(zb− zs)− cb(żb− żs)+ kh(zh− zb)+ ch(żh− żb) (6.2)
Head:
mhz̈h =−kh(zh− zb)− ch(żh− żb) (6.3)
Here we define some state variables as
x1 =zs− zv,x2 = żs− żv,x3 = z̈s,x4 = zb− zs,x5 = żb− żs,
x6 =z̈b,x7 = zh− zb,x8 = żh− żb,x9 = z̈h,
and the state vector as x =
[
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9
]T
. The deflection vari-
able between seat frame and the base platform x1 can be measured by a laser displacement
sensor in real-time and its relative velocity x2 can be derived by differentiating x1. The
acceleration variables of the seat frame x3, body torso x6, and human’s head x9 can be
measured by accelerometers in real-time. These five measurable system state variables
are chosen as the system state output y, which are used to design the output-feedback
controller. The human head’s acceleration is closely related to the driving comfort, so x9
is chosen as the system performance output z. Define the disturbance of the seat suspen-
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sion system as ω = z̈v. Then, the state space equation of the seat active suspension system
with a human body can be written as follows:
Eẋ(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t)+Fω(t),
y(t) =Cx(t),




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0




0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
ks cs ms −kb −cb 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 kb cb mb −kh −ch 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 1














1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
 ,D =
[
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
]
.
6.3 The output-feedback H∞ controller design
Define the output-feedback controller as u(t) = Ky(t). Subsituting it into (6.4), we have
Eẋ(t) = (A+BKC)x(t)+Fω(t),
y(t) =Cx(t),
z(t) = Dx(t). (6.5)
To design the controller K, we consider the following equivalent system
Ē ˙̄x(t) = Āx̄(t)+ F̄ω(t),
y(t) = C̄x̄(t),
z(t) = D̄x̄(t), (6.6)
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where x̄(t) =
[



























Theorem 6.1 The continuous-time singular system (6.6) is admissible with H∞ perfor-
mance index γ if there exist matrices P > 0 and Q with appropriate dimensions and Z
with ĒT Z = 0 satisfying the following conditions
Θ =
[




Proof. Firstly, we need to prove the system (6.6) is regular and impulse-free. Since the
system (6.6) is equivalent to the system (6.5), the regularity and impulse free are the same
for these two systems. When the control input u and disturbance ω are not considered,
according to the system (6.5), we have
sE−A =

s −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 s −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
−ks −cs −ms kb cb 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 s −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 s −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −kb −cb −mb kh ch 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 s −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 s −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 −kh −ch −mh

. (6.8)
Then we can get det(sE − A) = a6s6 + a5s5 ++a4s4 ++a3s3 ++a2s2 ++a1s+ a0,
where a6 =−mbmhms. Due to a6 6= 0, det(sE−A) is not identically zero and deg(det(sE−
A))=rank(E)=6, so the system (6.5) and (6.6) are regular and impulse free.
Then, we need to prove the stability of the system (6.6). Define P = PĒ + ZQ and
ĒT Z = 0. Due to P > 0, we have
ĒT P = PT Ē ≥ 0. (6.9)
If the disturbance ω is not considered, define a Lyapunov function as V (t)= x̄T (t)ĒT P x̄(t)≥
0, so the derivative of V (t) can be derived as
V̇ (t) = x̄T (t)
(
ĀT P +PT Ā
)
x̄(t). (6.10)
From the inequality (6.7), we have ĀT P +PT Ā < 0, which ensures V̇ (t) < 0, so the
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system (6.6) is stable. Therefore, when ω(t)≡ 0, the system (6.6) is admissible.
Then, considering the condition ω(t) 6= 0, we define
J =‖ z(t) ‖22 −γ2 ‖ ω(t) ‖22, (6.11)






Based on the inequality (6.10), under zero initial conditions, we can get














T (t)Θξ (t)dt. (6.13)
The inequality (6.7) ensures J < 0, so the system (6.6), under zero initial conditions, is
admissible with H∞ performance γ . Then, the proof has been completed.
The controller K cannot be solved by Theorem 6.1 through LMI toolbox, because it is
coupled with other matrices. To solve this issue, we introduce the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2 The continuous-time singular system (6.6) is admissible with H∞ perfor-
mance index γ if there exist matrices G11, G12, G13, M and L with appropriate dimensions
satifying the following condition Θ11 +D






Θ12 =G11B−LG12 +AT GT13 +CT MT ,
Θ22 =(G13B−G12)+(G13B−G12)T ,
then the controller gain can be obtained as K = G−112 M.





, where L is a given matrix to set weights for different















have (PĒ +ZQ)T =
[











. If ET P2 = 0 and QT1 = LQ
T
2 ,
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we can define G11 = (P1E +Z1Q1)T , G12 = QT2 Z
T




1 . Then we can set
G = (PĒ +ZQ)T and M = G12K. Substituting them to the inequality (6.7), we can get
the inequality (6.14). Basd on the proof of Theorem 6.1, Theorem 6.2 is conformed.
6.4 Event-triggered scheme design
The output feedback controller is designed in the above section. To reduce the data trans-
mission load of the system, a discrete event-triggered scheme is designed here. Firstly,
define the sampling interval of the seat suspension system as h. The output of the system
y(t) is firstly sampled by the sensors at time instants ih (i ∈ N) as y(tk + ih). Then the







ih|(y(tk + ih)− y(tk))T Ω(y(tk + ih)− y(tk))





where t0, t1,· · · , tk, tk+1,· · · , k ∈ N are event-triggered time instants, τM is the maximum
time delay, and Ω > 0, 0 < δ < 1.
Figure 6.2: Event-triggered control diagram
The event-triggered control diagram for the system (6.4) is shown in Figure 6.2. The
external disturbance zv(t) influences the plant of the seat suspension system with a hu-
man body directly. Some sensors collect the measurable system state signals y(ih) at the
sampling time interval h in real-time. Then, the event-detector estimates whether the data
should be transferred or not according to the condition (6.15). If triggered, the event de-
tector allows the output y(tk) to transmit to the zero-order holder (ZOH), which holds the
data value until the next event is triggered. The event-triggered output data y(tk) come to
H∞ controller, so u(t) holds its value during the time intervals [tk, tk+1), k ∈N. Therefore,
the event-triggered scheme cannot only decrease the workload of data transmission.
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Considering the event-triggered output y(tk) for ∀t ∈ [tk, tk+1), for convenience, we
define
τ(t) = t− tk− ih (6.16)
where t ∈ [tk, tk+1) and we have
0 < τm ≤ τ(t)≤ τM, (6.17)
where τm and τM are the minimum and maximum value of τ(t), respectively.
Based on the event-triggered scheme, the system (6.4) can be rewritten as
Eẋ(t) = Ax(t)+BKCx(t− τ(t))+BKe(t− τ(t))+Fω(t),
y(t) =Cx(t),
z(t) = Dx(t), (6.18)
where K is obtained in the above section and e(t− τ(t)) = y(tk + ih)− y(tk).
Lemma 6.1 [103] Let f1, f1,..., fN: Rm 7→ R have positive values in an open subset D.

























Theorem 6.3 For given scalars 0 < δ < 1, τm, τM, and αi > 0 (i = 1,2,3), under the
event-triggered scheme (6.15), the closed-loop system (6.18) is admissible with H∞ per-
formance index γ , if there exist positive-definite matries Q j, R j, ( j = 1,2), and Ω, non-
singular matrix P, X, and U, with appropriate dimensions, satisfying the following in-
equaties:
ET P = PT E ≥ 0, (6.19)
Ψ =
[








Φ11 Φ12 Φ13 0 Φ15 Φ16
∗ Φ22 Φ23 Φ24 Φ25 Φ26
∗ ∗ Φ33 Φ34 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ Φ44 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Φ55 Φ56
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Φ66

,
Φ11 =Q1 +Q2−ET R1E +α1ATU +α1UT A,
Φ12 =α1UT BKC+α2ATU,Φ13 = ET R1E,
Φ15 =α1UT BK,Φ16 = PT −α1UT +α3ATU,
Φ22 =δCT ΩC−2ET R2E +X +XT +α2(BKC)TU +α2UT BKC,
Φ23 =ET R2E−XT ,Φ24 =−X +ET R2E,Φ25 = α2UT BK,
Φ26 =−α2UT +α3(BKC)TU,Φ33 =−Q1−ET R1E−ET R2E,
Φ34 =X ,Φ44 =−Q2−ET R2E,Φ55 =−Ω,Φ56 = α3(BK)TU,
Φ66 =τ
2










,(i = 1,2, ...,6).
Proof. At first, we need to prove the system (6.18) to be regular and impulse free. Since
rank E = r < n, there must exist two invertible matrices M and N such that
























According to (6.20), we have Φ11 < 0. Due to Q1 > 0 and Q2 > 0, so we have
α1UT Ā+α1ĀTU− ĒT R1Ē < 0. (6.21)
Pre- and post-multiplying (6.21) by NT and N respectively, we have
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where • represents matrix elements which do not need to be considered. Hence, we can
see that α1AT22U22 +α1U
T
22A22 < 0, so A22 is nonsingular. Therefore, the singular seat
suspension system (6.6) is regular and impulse free.
To verify the stability of the system (6.18), assuming ω(t) = 0, we design a Lyapunov
function as
V (t) =V1(t)+V2(t)+V3(t), (6.23)
where


















ẋT (α)ET R2Eẋ(α)dαdβ .
Now we define a state vector as follows
ξ (t) =
[
xT (t) xT (t− τ(t)) xT (t− τm) xT (t− τM) eT (t− τ(t)) (Eẋ(t))T
]T
Calculating the derivative of V (t) for t ∈ [tk, tk+1), we have






= ξ T (t)
(
eT1 P
T e6 + eT6 Pe1
)
ξ (t), (6.25)
V̇2(t) =xT (t)(Q1 +Q2)x(t)− xT (t− τm)Q1x(t− τm)− xT (t− τM)Q2x(t− τM)
=ξ T (t)
[


























ẋT (α)ET R2Eẋ(α)dα. (6.27)

















(e3− e2)T ET R2E(e3− e2)+
τM− τm
τ(t)− τm















When τ(t)= τm or τ(t)= τM, we have (e2−e3)ξ (t)= 0 or (e2−e4)ξ (t)= 0, respectively,
so then inequality (6.28) still holds.
Based on the system (6.18), there exist a nonsingular matrix U satisfying the following
free weighting equation as
2 [Ax(t)+BKCx(t− τ(t))+BKe(t− τ(t))−Eẋ(t)]T
×U [α1x(t)+α2x(t− τ(t))+α3Eẋ(t)] = 0. (6.29)
Based on the event-triggered condition (6.15), we can get
eT (t− τ(t))Ωe(t− τ(t))< δxT (t− τ(t))CT ΩCx(t− τ(t)). (6.30)
Combing equations (6.25) to (6.30) and according to Lemma 6.1, we have
V̇ (t)≤ ξ T (t)Φξ (t). (6.31)
Based on (6.20), we can get Φ < 0, so we have V̇ (t)< 0. Then the system (6.18) is stable.
Then, when the condition ω(t) 6= 0, we define
J =‖ z(t) ‖22 −γ2 ‖ ω(t) ‖22, (6.32)
and a new state vector as
ζ (t) =
[
xT (t) xT (t− τ(t)) xT (t− τm) xT (t− τM) eT (t− τ(t)) (Eẋ(t))T ω(t)
]T
.
Based on the inequality (6.31), under zero initial conditions, we can get














T (t)Ψζ (t)dt. (6.33)
The inequality (6.20) ensures J < 0, so the system (6.18), under zero initial conditions, is
admissible with H∞ performance γ . Then, we complete the proof.
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6.5 Simulation results
In this section, some simulation results of the output-feedback event-triggered H∞ con-
troller are given for the singular active seat suspension system with a human body in the
loop. The system parameters are shown in Table 6.1. Define the sampling time h = 0.002
s, so τm = 0.002. A too-large value of time delay of the output-feedback controller may
easily lead the seat suspension system unstable, so here we set τM = 0.05.
Table 6.1: The seat suspension system parameters
mh(kg) mb(kg) ms(kg) kh(N/m) kb(N/m) ks(N/m)
4.58 46 13 2857 15000 4600
ch(Ns/m) cb(Ns/m) cs(Ns/m) τm τM δ
0.8 2000 500 0.002 0.05 0.4
Based on Theorem 6.2, the output-feedback controller can be obtained as
K =
[
169.2 −990 6 4.95 3.66
]
.




2280618 −282359 459 1207 −1235
−282359 672884 −3469 −2513 −2550
459 −3469 113 −79 123
1207 −2513 −79 431 −745
−1235 −2550 123 −745 6007
 .
6.5.1 Bump road response
A bump disturbance is a common road excitation, so it is chosen here to evaluate the
performance of the proposed control method for the seat suspension system. A bump
road surface is defined as
zv(t) =
{
0.02sin(2πt), 0≤ t ≤ 1
0, t > 1
(6.34)
This bump road excitation firstly transfers to a vehicle suspension [89] and then the
output is considered as the input disturbance of the seat suspension. To show the effec-
tiveness of the proposed control method, the performance of the output-feedback con-
troller K with and without the event-triggered scheme for the seat suspension system is
compared with the uncontrolled seat suspension system. Figure 6.3 shows the seat de-
flection and the head’s acceleration comparison under the bump road disturbance among
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Figure 6.3: The seat suspension deflection and the head’s acceleration comparison for
the seat suspension system with a bump road disturbance
Figure 6.4: The output of the controllers, the release instants and release intervals of the
seat suspension system with a bump road disturbance
the output-feedback controlled seat suspension system with the event-triggered scheme
(red solid curve), without event-triggered scheme (blue dashed curve), and the uncon-
trolled seat suspension system (green dotted curve). Compared with the response of the
uncontrolled seat suspension system, here we can see both two controllers can reduce
the seat deflection and the head’s acceleration effectively without big differences, so the
controllers can both improve driving comfort for drivers. Figure 6.4 shows the controller
comparison between the output-feedback controller with the event-triggered scheme (red
solid curve) and without the event-triggered scheme (blue dotted curve) and the release
intervals of the event-triggered scheme. Here we can see that the values of the event-
triggered output-feedback controller only change when the event trigger happens, so it
can reduce the workload of data transmission of this seat suspension system.
6.5.2 Sinusoidal vibration response
Set zv = 0.02sin(1.4×2πt) as the sinusoidal disturbance. Figure 6.5 shows the seat sus-
pension deflection and the head’s acceleration comparison among the output-feedback
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Figure 6.5: The seat suspension deflection and the head’s acceleration comparison for
the seat suspension system with a sinusoidal disturbance
Figure 6.6: The output of the controllers, the release instants and release intervals of the
seat suspension system with a sinusoidal disturbance
controlled system with and without the event-triggered scheme and the uncontrolled seat
suspension system with a sinusoidal disturbance. From this figure, it is clear to see that
both two controllers can greatly reduce both the seat suspension deflection and the head’s
acceleration with little differences compared with the response of the uncontrolled seat
suspension system. Therefore, the proposed control method can largely improve driving
comfort for vehicle drivers. Figure 6.6 shows the output of the two controllers com-
parison, the release instants, and release intervals of the seat suspension system with a
sinusoidal disturbance. From this figure, we can see the values of the output-feedback
controller with the event-triggered scheme only change when the event trigger happens,
which can greatly reduce the workload of data transmission.
Table 6.2 shows the average data transmission times per second of the output-feedback
controller with and without event-triggered scheme under bump road and sinusoidal dis-
turbance. We set the sampling time as h = 0.002 s, so the controller without the event-
triggered scheme needs 500 times of data transmission per second. However, the con-
troller with the event-triggered scheme only needs 36.8 and 21.2 times average of data
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transmission for bump road disturbance and sinusoidal disturbance, respectively, which
can reduce 92.64% and 95.76% of data transmission without big influence on the control
performance to reduce vibration and improve driving comfort.
Table 6.2: The average data transmission times per second
disturbance output-feedback controller output-feedback controller reduction
type with event-triggered scheme without event-triggered scheme percentage
bump road 36.8 500 92.64%
sinusoidal 21.2 500 95.76%
6.6 Conclusion
An output-feedback event-triggered H∞ controller is designed for the singular active seat
suspension system with a human body in the loop in this chapter. The acceleration signals
of the upper seat suspension frame, body torso, and head of the human body are consid-
ered as parts of the system states, which makes the seat suspension system a singular
system. The output-feedback controller is designed by using all easily measurable signals
and the event-triggered scheme is designed to reduce the workload of data transmission.
The LMIs criteria are given to obtain the controller and event-triggered scheme. Some
simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed control method to improve driv-
ing comfort and reduce data transmission. Experimental tests will be considered as our
future work. In the next chapter, a two-degrees-of-freedom (2-DOF) seat suspension sys-
tem is built and a robust H∞ control method is designed to deal with the whole body
vibrations.
Chapter 7
H∞ Control Strategy for 2-DOF Seat
Suspension
7.1 Introduction
The previous chapter introduces a seat suspension system with a human body model in
the loop. A dynamic output-feedback H∞ controller is designed at first to reduce drivers’
vibration and an event-triggered scheme is designed to reduce the workload of data trans-
mission. In this chapter, a 2-DOF seat suspension system is applied to reduce whole body
vibration (WBV).
The impact of WBV on drivers has been investigated by many researchers during the
past decades [104–106]. Long-time exposure to WBV may cause physical and mental
fatigue, or back pain, which harms professional drivers’ health or even causes accidents
[107]. It is an much severer problem for heavy vehicle drivers, like drivers of trucks [108],
buses [109], agricultural vehicles [110], mining vehicles [111], and industrial vehicles
[112, 113] because of their big masses, harsh working conditions, or special operations.
Therefore, to protect the health of these heavy vehicle drivers and improve their driving
comfort, seat suspensions are widely used to reduce WBV.
During the past years, many research works have been done for WBV of heavy vehi-
cles [114, 115]. WBV of mobile machines in the steelmaking industry is quantified in
[116]. The effect of drivers’ different postures on seat transmissibility during exposure to
vertical WBV is studied in [117]. The impact of different and WBV exposures on truck
driver vigilance and discomfort is studied in [118]. The impact for drivers exposed to
WBV in agricultural tractors is investigated in [119]. However, most previous research
about WBV was only about ergonomic analysis [120] or harm evaluation to drivers’ health
[121], while relatively little research has been done about the design of the multiple-DOF
seat suspensions and control strategies for them to reduce WBV. The design of an innova-
tive two-layer multiple-DOF seat suspension is proposed in [9] to reduce WBV for heavy
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vehicles and a control strategy is proposed in [10] to reduce roll and vertical vibration
simultaneously for this novel multiple-DOF seat suspension. The control strategy in [10]
is very complex and many parameters need to be adjusted based on the control perfor-
mance, which motivates us to develop a simple control method for this multiple-DOF
seat suspension system.
In this chapter, an H∞ control approach is investigated for the multiple-DOF seat sus-
pension in [9, 10]. Firstly, based on the dynamic equations of the multiple-DOF seat
suspension system, a nonlinear system with multiple inputs and multiple outputs of this
seat suspension is designed. To simplify the control problem for this complicated system,
it is separated into two subsystems (vertical vibration subsystem and rotational vibration
subsystem). Under some reasonable assumptions, these two subsystems become two lin-
ear systems. Then, two H∞ controllers are designed for these subsystems, respectively,
and the stability of these subsystems are also proved. At last, some simulation results
are shown to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control method to reduce both
vertical and rotational vibrations to improve driving comfort for heavy vehicle drivers.
7.2 2-DOF Seat suspension model
Most conventional seat suspensions for road vehicles only have a single degree of free-
dom (S-DOF) and only provide vertical vibration isolation for drivers and passengers.
However, for some heavy vehicles (like agricultural vehicles and construction vehicles),
some uneven road surfaces also cause some severe roll vibrations, which also greatly af-
fects the driving comfort of drivers. The conventional seat suspensions cannot isolate
those vibrations. A 2-DOF seat suspension model is shown in Figure 7.1 (the same model
in [10]), which can provide the vibration reduction of 2 degrees of freedom (vertical and
roll). In Figure 7.1, m1 is the mass of the driver body and upper seat frame; m2 is the
mass of the block between top and bottom layer of the seat suspension; hb is the distance
between frame 2 and frame 4; hs is the distance from frame 2 to the the center of m2;
h0 is the initial distance between frame 1 and frame 2; h(t) is the dynamic displacement
variable of frame 2 referred to frame 1. For the bottom layer, the spring stiffness is ks,
the friction force is frt , and the active control force is ut . For the top layer, the rotational
stiffness is kr, the rotational friction torque is frr, and the active torque is ur. The 2-DOF
seat suspension model decomposition is shown in Figure 7.2. Five coordinate frames and
the transformation matrices among each frame are the same as paper [10].
Based on the equations (27) and (37) in [10], the dynamic equations of the multiply
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Figure 7.1: The Y-Z plane model of 2-DOF seat suspension model.
Figure 7.2: The 2-DOF seat suspension model decomposition (a) Top-layer, (b) Bottom-
layer.
DOF seat suspension system are:











− sα z̈s− sαg
}
hb, (7.1)
(m1 +m2)ḧ =− ksh− frt +ut−m1
[
−θ̇ 2(h+h0)− α̇2hbcβ − α̈hbsβ
+cθ z̈s + cθg−g]−m2
[
−θ̇ 2(h+h0−hs)+ cθ z̈s−g+ cθg
]
, (7.2)
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where θ represents the roll angle vibration around axis x1 from the cab floor; β represents
the relative rotary angle of frames 2 and 3; α represents the roll angle of the driver’s
body around axis x4 where α = θ + β ; zs represents the external vertical displacement
along axis z0 of the cab floor; frr = Frrsgn(β̇ ) where Frr is the Coulomb friction torque
coefficient; frt = Frtsgn(ḣ) where Frt is the Coulomb friction force coefficient; s and c
represent trigonometric functions sin and cos, respectively.




−θ̈(h+h0)−2θ̇ ḣ− cβα̈hb + sβα̇2hb + sθ z̈s + sθg
}
Define the rotational inertial of m2 around x1 axis as Im2. Because the seat frame is a
prismatic joint and a rigid body and fixed on the vehicle cab floor, so we assume its rotary






+sβα̇2hb + sθ z̈s + sθg
}
(h+h0)−ur. (7.3)
7.3 2-DOF seat suspension system design
Define the system states as
x1 = α,x2 = α̇,x3 = h,x4 = ḣ,x5 = θ ,x6 = θ̇ .





{−kr(x1− x5)−Frrsgn(x2− x6)+ur−m1hb [s(x1− x5)×(
x22(x3 +h0)− ẋ4
)









−x26(x3 +h0)− x22hbc(x1− x5)
−ẋ2hbs(x1− x5)+ cx5z̈s + cx5g−g]−m2
[







{uv +m1(x3 +h0) [−ẋ6(x3 +h0)−2x6x4− c(x1− x5)ẋ2hb
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The above system is a very complicated nonlinear system with multiple inputs and
multiple outputs, which makes it very difficult to design a controller for the system. To
simplify the control issue for this 2-DOF seat suspension system, we can separate it into
two subsystems and each subsystem only considers a S-DOF vibration control problem.
For the vertical vibration, we assume that there is no rotional vibration, which means










, u1 = ut−Frtsgn(x4), ω1 = z̈s. Then the system (7.5) becomes























For the rotational vibration, we assume that there is no vertical translation, which means






















Normally, the rotational angles α and θ are limited in a small bound for the seat sus-
pension system, so sx1 ≈ x1, sx5 ≈ x5, s(x1−x5)≈ x1−x5 ≈ 0, and c(x1−x5)≈ 1. Define
the system states, input, and disturbance for the system (7.7) as
x̃ =
[
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υ1 =s(x1− x5)x22h0 + c(x1− x5)ẋ6h0− ẋ6h0− sx1g+ x1g,
υ2 =uv +m1h0
{








where υ1 and υ2 are bounded.










{m1h0 (−ẋ2hb + x5g)+υ2−u2} . (7.8)
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For systems (7.6) and (7.10) are both linear systems, compared with system (7.4), it is
much easier to design controllers for them. Here the H∞ controller design mothod is
applied.
Theorem 7.1 The seat suspension subsystems (7.6) and (7.10) are stable with H∞ control
performance γi (i = 1,2), if there exist symmetric positive matrices Pi > 0 and matrices
Ki with appropriate dimensions satisfying
Φi =
 sym(PiAi +PiBiKi) PiBdi C
T
i
∗ −γ2i I 0
∗ ∗ −I
< 0. (7.11)
Proof. To prove the stability of the seat suspension subsystems (7.6) and (7.10), a Lya-
punov function is designed as
Vi(t) = xT (t)Pix(t), (7.12)
where x(t) represents x̄(t) for the system (7.6) and x̃(t) for the system (7.10).
Then, based on the equations (7.6) and (7.10), we can get the derivative of Vi(t) as
V̇i(t) = sym
{
xT (t)Pi [(Ai +BiKi)x(t)+Bdiωi(t)]
}
. (7.13)





xT (t) ωTi (t)
]
.
Adding yT y− γ2i ωTi ωi into both sides of the equation (7.13), where y(t) represents ȳ(t)
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for the system (7.6) and ỹ(t) for the system (7.10) we have
V̇i(t)+ yT y− γ2i ωTi ωi =xT (t)(sym(PiAi +PiBiKi)+CTi Ci)x(t)
+ sym(xT (t)PiBdiωi(t))− γ2i ωTi ωi
=ξ Ti (t)Ξiξi(t), (7.14)
where Ξi =
[




According to Schur complement, Φi < 0 (i = 1,2) are equivalent to Ξi < 0. Based on
inequation (7.11), we have V̇i(t)+ yT y− γ2i ωTi ωi < 0, so the seat suspension subsystems
(7.6) and (7.10) are stable with H∞ control performance γi. The proof of the Theorem 7.1
is completed.
In inequality (7.11), we can not solve the controller Ki directly by the LMI toolbox of
MATLAB, because there exist two-variable matrices in one term PiBiKi. To solve this
problem, the following theorem is introduced.
Theorem 7.2 The seat suspension subsystem (7.6) and (7.10) are stable with H∞ control
performance γi (i = 1,2), if there exist symmetric positive matrice Qi and matrice K̄i with
appropriate dimensions satisfying
Φ̄i =
 sym(AiQi +BiK̄i) Bdi QiC
T
i
∗ −γ2i I 0
∗ ∗ −I
< 0. (7.15)
Furthermore, if inequalition (7.15) is feasible, the state feedback H∞ controllers can be
given by Ki = K̄iQ−1i .
Proof. Define Qi = P−1i . Pre- and post-multiplying (7.11) by diag(Qi, I, I), we can get
inequation (7.15). Then, the H∞ controllers can be solved by Ki = K̄iQ−1i . The proof of
Theorem 7.2 is completed.
7.5 Simulation results
In this section, some simulation results are illustrated to show the advantages of the pro-
posed control method. The parameters of this 2-DOF seat suspension system are shown
in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: The 2-DOF seat suspension system parameters
m1(kg) m2(kg) ks(N/m) h0(m) hs(m) hb(m)
80 8 5000 0.2 0.05 0.3
Frr(Nm) Frt(Nm) kr(Nm/rad) Im1(kgm2) Im2(kgm2) g(m/s2)
8 80 700 2 0.1 9.8
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360.4 110.6 792.3 79.3
]
. Then, the vertical controller is obtained as
ut = K1x̄+Frtsgn(x4) and the rotational controller as ur = K2x̃+Frrsgn(x2− x6).
7.5.1 S-DOF disturbance test
To test the response of this 2-DOF seat suspension system, we choose a white noise signal
of the rough road surface as the external disturbance. This disturbance is firstly transferred
to a half car model system and then the response of the vehicle chassis provides a vertical
displacement input zs and a rotational angle input θ for the 2-DOF seat suspension system.
Firstly, some S-DOF disturbances are used to test the seat suspension system to show
the system responses. The vertical and rotational disturbances are separately tested for
the 2-DOF seat suspension to show the control performance of the vertical controller and
rotational controller, respectively.
Figure 7.3: The vertical (along axis z0) acceleration comparison of the center of the
gravity of m1 between the uncontrolled and controlled seat suspension systems.
We set the rotational angle input θ = 0 and only use the vertical displacement input zs
as an external disturbance. Figure 7.3 shows the vertical acceleration comparison of the
center of the gravity of m1 under a random disturbance along axis z0, where we can see
that compared with the uncontrolled system, the vertical controller can effectively reduce
the vertical acceleration of the driver.
Then we set the vertical displacement input zs = 0 and only use the rotational angle
input θ as an external disturbance. Figure 7.4 shows the seat suspension system perfor-
mance under a random rotational disturbance around axis y0. Here we can see that the
rotational controller can effectively reduce both the rotational angle position and acceler-
ation of the driver compared with the uncontrolled system. Therefore, both the vertical
and rotational controllers can effectively reduce the vertical and rotational vibrations, re-
spectively.
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Figure 7.4: The rotational angle position and acceleration comparison of the center of
the gravity of m1 (around axis y0) between the uncontrolled and controlled seat suspen-
sion systems.
7.5.2 Multiple-DOF disturbance test
After the test of S-DOF disturbance for the seat suspension system, the combination of
the vertical and rotational disturbance is tested in this part. Here we use the same random
disturbance as the S-DOF disturbance test, but both vertical and rotational disturbances
are input to the 2-DOF seat suspension system together.
Figure 7.5: The vertical (along axis z0) and lateral (along axis y0) acceleration com-
parison of the center of the gravity of m1 between the uncontrolled and controlled seat
suspension systems.
Figure 7.5 shows the responses of the vertical and lateral acceleration comparison of
the driver’s body between the uncontrolled and controlled seat suspension systems. Here
it is clear to see that the proposed controllers can both reduce the driver’s acceleration
along axes z0 and y0. Figure 7.6 shows the responses of the rotational angle position and
acceleration comparison of the driver’s body between the uncontrolled and controlled seat
suspension systems. We can see that the proposed control method can reduce rotational
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Figure 7.6: The rotational angle position and acceleration comparison of the center of
the gravity of m1 (around axis y0) between the uncontrolled and controlled seat suspen-
sion systems.
vibration effectively. Figure 7.7 shows the outputs of the vertical control force ut along
axis z1 and the rotational control torque ur around axis x2/x3.
Figure 7.7: The outputs of the vertical control force ut and the rotational control torque
ur.
Table 7.2 shows the simulation results comparison of the root mean square (RMS) val-
ues between the uncontrolled and controlled 2-DOF seat suspension system. Here we can
see that the proposed control method can reduce the RMS value of the vertical acceler-
ation for 72.32%, the lateral acceleration for 42.29%, and the rotational acceleration for
50.48% simultaneously, which indicates that the proposed control method can effectively
improve the driving comfort in both vertical and rotational degrees of freedom. There-
fore, the proposed control method can deal with not only S-DOF disturbances but also
multiple-DOF disturbances for the 2-DOF seat suspension system, which is able to better
improve driving comfort compared with S-DOF seat suspensions.
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Table 7.2: The simulation results comparison
RMS value Uncontrolled Controlled Reduction (%)
Vertical acceleration 0.3475 m/s2 0.0892 m/s2 72.32
Lateral acceleration 0.1900 m/s2 0.1096 m/s2 42.29
Rotational acceleration 0.6211 rad/s2 0.3076 rad/s2 50.48
7.6 Conclusion
A control system and a robust H∞ control strategy are designed for a 2-DOF seat suspen-
sion in this chapter. A nonlinear complicated system with multiple inputs and multiple
outputs are established for the 2-DOF seat suspension, where the vertical and rotational
vibrations can be controlled. This nonlinear system is separated into two linear subsys-
tems (vertical vibration subsystem and rotational vibration subsystem). The robust H∞
controllers are designed for each subsystem and the stability of these two subsystems
are verified. Some simulation results show that the proposed control strategy can reduce
both vertical and rotational vibrations separately and simultaneously for drivers under the
rough road surface of a white noise signal to improve the driving comfort effectively. The
future work will consider the experimental tests of the proposed control strategy for this
2-DOF seat suspension. The next chapter gives the conclusion of this thesis and some
future research work.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and future work
8.1 Introduction
The previous chapter introduces the impact of WBV on vehicle drivers. A 2-DOF seat
suspension model system is built and H∞ controllers are designed for the vertical and ro-
tational vibration subsystems, where the simulation results show that the proposed control
method can reduce both vertical and rotational vibrations simultaneously. In this chapter,
some discussions and conclusions of this thesis are given; the contributions and implica-
tions of this research are stated; finally, some possible future work is discussed.
8.2 Discussion and conclusion
This thesis focuses on the control system and control strategies for vehicle active seat
suspensions, where some novel seat suspension systems are established and some control
methods are proposed to reduce drivers’ vibrations and improve driving comfort. Some
discussions and conclusion of each part of this work are listed as follows.
Firstly, some novel seat suspension systems are considered because conventional seat
suspension systems do not consider acceleration signals as system states even though
this signal can be easily measured in real time and has a very close relationship with
driving comfort. Besides, some conventional seat suspension systems need to use absolute
displacement or velocity signals of seat suspensions to decide controllers, while those
signals are not available in practice, which makes it not practical for industry. To make
full use of all easily measurable signals, the acceleration signal of the seat suspension
is firstly considered as a state variable, together with the deflection and relative velocity
signals in the research. This novel seat suspension system is a singular system because it
is described by differential and algebraic equations. The singular seat suspension systems
are applied in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6.
Seat suspensions are mostly simplified as linear systems with spring stiffness and damp-
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ing coefficients by some researchers in the past, while the real seat suspension systems
are nonlinear. However, it is still difficult to get the real system parameters for seat sus-
pensions. In Chapter 3, a friction observer is applied to compensate the controller for
the internal seat friction disturbance, which is helpful to get better control performance to
reduce vibrations.
Data processing and transmission are inevitable in almost all control engineering fields.
For the active seat suspension control, we need sensors to collect data, data transmission
devices to transmit data, computers to cope with data and make control instruction. How-
ever, limited by the transmission speed, data dropout and time delay always happens,
which influences the control performance of the active seat suspension systems. To deal
with those issues, the event-triggered schemes are proposed for active seat suspension sys-
tems in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6. Both the continuous-time event-triggered
scheme (Chapter 4) and the discrete-time event-triggered scheme (Chapter 5 and Chapter
6) are considered. Some simulation and experimental results show that the event-triggered
schemes can greatly reduce the workload of data transmission without big influences on
the control performance to reduce vibrations.
Time delay is also a common issue for many control fields. In this research, to deal
with the time-delay problems, H∞ control method is applied in all the research programs
for the control of active seat suspension systems. To reduce the conservation of the seat
suspension systems to time delay, several different less conservative inequalities are used
in different chapters.
Apart from the simple seat suspension mode, some complicated seat suspension modes
are also considered in this research. In Chapter 6, an active singular seat suspension sys-
tem with a human body in the loop is established and the output-feedback event-triggered
H∞ controller is designed for this system. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the
proposed control method. However, the human body is simply separated into two parts
(body torso and head) with linear parameters, while the real human body is nonlinear and
much more complicated than this model. If a more complicated human body model is
considered, it may be very difficult to get some results from this method. Besides, the
parameters of every human body may also vary a lot, so it is very difficult to get specific
and accurate parameters. Therefore, the trade-off between the more accurate human body
model and the feasible control method needs to be balanced.
Besides, a 2-DOF seat suspension system is established in Chapter 7, where the vertical
and rotational vibrations can be controlled together. A nonlinear complicated seat suspen-
sion system with multiple inputs and multiple outputs is built first and then it is separated
into two linear subsystems (vertical vibration subsystem and rotational vibration subsys-
tem). Two H∞ controllers are designed for each subsystem respectively and the controlled
subsystems are proved to be stable. The simulation results are shown to illustrate the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed control method to reduce both vertical and
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rotational vibrations simultaneously. However, because of the insufficient time, the ex-
perimental tests of this proposed method has not been done, which will become part of
future work.
To sum up, this research studies some advanced control strategies for active seat sus-
pension systems. The proposed control strategies can deal with different kinds of issues
for active seat suspension systems to reduce vibration and improve driving comfort for
vehicle drivers. All of the control methods are proved to be effective from simulation
results and some are also tested by experiments.
8.3 Implications
The focus of this thesis is on active seat suspension systems to design control systems
and control strategies to improve the driving comfort for heavy vehicle drivers. The pro-
posed novel seat suspension systems and control methods have brought some new ideas
in the research area of seat suspensions. Acceleration signals are firstly applied as part of
system state variables and used for the controller design. Both continuous and discrete
event-triggered schemes are considered for the H∞ controller design of the seat suspen-
sion systems, which makes some contributions for the network cloud control in the seat
suspension area. Some more complicated control conditions are also considered in this
thesis, as the seat suspension control with a human body in loop and a 2-DOF seat suspen-
sion control system. All the proposed control methods can probably be used in the field
of seat suspension production, and contribute to a more comfortable and safer driving
experience for heavy vehicle drivers in the future.
8.4 Some future work
Several control strategies have been proposed in this thesis, but there still exist many
interesting research topics worthy of keeping study in the field of seat suspensions. Some
possible future research work is listed as follows.
• Some more efficient control methods will be considered to control seat suspensions
to get better control performance to improve driving comfort.
• Some more accurate and complicated seat suspension systems will be investigated
to more accurately describe seat suspension systems.
• Multiple-DOF seat suspensions will be established and the corresponding control
methods will be designed to reduce whole-body vibrations more efficiently.
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• Active seat suspensions normally consume much more energy, which limits their
development, so more energy-saving seat suspensions will be considered for heavy
vehicles.
• The cooperative research of seat suspension and other related cutting-edge fields
(like cloud control or artificial intelligence) will also be an important research di-
rection in the future.
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